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OHAfTBR I
imBODDCTION
I* N2ED6 FOa THE 8TDDY
Although It may he deBirable for a j^rsoh %lth
special tralhlag to teach physical education la the ele
mentary schools, for many years to come a great majority
of schools %111 have to depend on the classroom teacher
to conduct this work.

This Is in pert due to the pre

sent shortage of teachers In our public schools, and in
part due to the added coat of hiring teachers for special
euhjeots.

In a report of the Conierenoe on Physical Educa

tion for Children of Elementary School ige^ the statement
is made, **In most elementary schools, the classroom teacher
must assume the major responsibility for physical educa
tion,"

This is given more accurate corroboration through

an inveatlgetion of the Oommittee on Interschool Competi
tion for Elementary Schools, American Association for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation^ which claims that*
Pifty nine per cent of the schoola in the study
Ï,' donil'erence On Physical Education For Ohildren Of

2* Robert Hager, Helen Hartwig, Lawrence Houston,
Dorothy LaSalle, Simon McHetley, and Frances dayman (Qhaljr#
man), "Report of the President's (AAHP^R) Committee on
and Recreation, H I

(May, 19)0) pp# 279-2M, 313-314,

report tiie olasmrooa teeoher ae eoiely responsible
for the phyeloal eànoatlon la ail grade#; twenty
per eeat reported the teacher reapoaslble la the
primary grades, aod twenty per oeat reported they
use apeolal teeohere for all grade#*
While the olaaaroom teaoher may be expeeted to carry
on the physical educetloa for hi# particular grade» quite
often he ha# not had suffleleat pre^Bervloe preparation In
method# and material# of physical education*

Baker* j%nnla*

and Boat#,) snrTeying the need# of teachers* a# repealed
by teachers, indicate that not sufficient physical educe*
tlon material Is prepared for a given level of teaching,
teacher college preparation is Inadequate and an under*
standing of objectives and metaods Is lacking*

From the

same atudy^ it la revealed that*
Inesamch as studies since 1940 show that the
classroom teacher must frequently carry the re
sponsibility for the teaching of physical educa
tion at the elementary school level, the nature
of her (his) pre-service education In this area
deserves earnest study of all Institutions pre
paring elementary teachers,
Added to thla Inadequate pre-service training of
classroom teacher# In physical education Is the Insufficient
and Incomplete published material %hlch could aid them in
this area of Inetructlon*

A review of the various current

texts concerned with physical education on the elementary
5T"Sôr^ade M, Baker, lisle iîanls, Jean Bontz, SuperV, 2), %%>* 4, DecWxer 1954) P, 384
4. I b M * *p. 366

aohool level reveale defloleaeieB ia tb# quantity of
material daaigaad for a aurriculum for any given grad# and
lack of aids in planning tb# weekly, monthly, and yearly
program*

^uggeated deeirable ontoomes, precaution* to take

and pointa to atreaa in a given aeblvity are also laoklng.
Baker, Wernook, and Gbriatlaneen^ divulge other feetore
that ere not found in present day oouraea of etudy when
they olaim*
There ia no course of study at present that; (1)
gives a steady progression of fundamentals within a
grade and from grade to grade; (2) stresses pupil
ahlllty ohjeotlvan in terms of fundamentals and
lHuatrates how aetivlty eontent and outoomes carry
out eaeh objective; * . * Idany teachers need to see
an entire program which has been worked out in de
tail in an actual situation; the majority of courses
of study have been worked out on paper only.
II* PUP?08% OF ÏKE 8TUDY
The purpose of this study is to develop a complete
curriculum of physical education to be used by the class
room teachers of grades seven and eight.

The curriculum

is developed in the form of a guide or course of study
that will be understandable to the classroom teacher who
has limited ekperlence or training in conducting physical
education classes*

The course of study provides them with

a progressive program, descriptions of activities, specific
methods to be used in presenting the activities, points to
5, Gertrude M, Baker, yiorenoe M* Warnock, Greee D,
Christensen. %,gdgg
Education. (Newrork,
&** Barnes and Go., 193#! p T 2
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Btreee aad deelreble oatoom#*»

the amre edvaaeed

olaaaee a aupplemeat of additional activities is offered.
To give the teacher a hatter understanding of the hackground and furpoaes of phyaloal education, the thesis in
cludes a chapter on philosophy of physical education and
a table on the growth characteristics

of seventh and

eighth grade children#
III. PROGKDURK

IN TSK STUDT

The curriculum and course of study in physical
education Included in this thesis is the result of many
years of practical application of the original course of
study designed hy the author for the Missoula Publie
Schools#

The thesis is concerned primarily with that por

tion of this course of study which pertains to the seventh
and eighth grades rather than to the entire physical educa"
tion curriculum prepared for all the grades from the first
through the eighth.

Many factors entered into its prepara

tion which of necessity become part of the procedure used
In this study*

Since it is, above all, a curriculum In

physical eduoa ion, Irwin's* statement regarding the fai&"
tors effecting the development of a curriculum In physical
education are pertinent*
3uch things as facilities, equipment, available
space, time for physical education, climatic condi
tions, state legislation, size of classes, and num1Er"SesIie W# Irwin, The Curriculum in Health and
Physical
à Sdueation (st. iouIsT ÿhe 3 7 % Mosby Company,
iMlTp:

ber ead tralalng of physical edacatlon ataff membara
tuüYe their iaflaaace in ourrioulua coaatraotioa for
physical edacatioa*
Other factor# that should be meatioaed ia reletioa
to developmeat of a curriculum should be a philosophy of
physical educatloa, which will be diacusaed ia Chapter I,
aad the aeed# of boys aad girl# which are discussed ia
Table I, page 6.
^ survey of the faoilitie# ia the Missoula Public
Schools whea this study was started la 1946, revealed that
there were tea schools, five of which had adequate gymaasia
with provisions for basketball, end volleyball, but that a
long range building program was expected to provide for
thirteen schools and twelve gymnasia*

la 1946 all schools

had playground space but inadequate playground equipment.
The schools that did not have gymaasia had play rooms
ranging ia size from a room twenty feet by twenty feet, to
a room twenty feet by forty feet*
% e equipment ia 1946 for each school consisted of
a football, a basketball, playground balls, softballs, bats,
and one or two small tumbling mats#

Thla situation improv*

ed over the years as the program grew.

At the present time

the schools have an ample supply of various types of balls,
bats, bean bags, bowling pins, tumbling mats, volleyball
and jumping standards*

Seven of the schools have hori*

soatal ladders and all will eventually be provided with
them, and ia the long range development program, paved out
door play apace and equipiaent will be provided ia all school

6

yaréa*
The teaohlag eteff :^or phyaioal edueatloa la the
%l&5oala PabllQ aohools glaoe 1946 hea heea oomposed of
the olaaeroom teeeher almost exolualvely aad there la ao
afip&reat reeaoa to believe that thla aituatioa will be
ohaaged la the fore*aeeable futore*

Durlag the period

from 1946 to the preaeat only el% teachers #ere hired %ho
had either a major or aiaor la phyaieel eduomtloa*

la

1946 there v^ere elghty-ali classroom teachers ooaoeraed
%lth teaehiag physical educetloa; at the preseat time
there are one huadred @ad thlrty-sevea,

àmay of these

teachers have parsaed aoiamer sesaloa courses la physical
educatloa at various colleges aad universities»
la 1 9 4 1 , the &tote of Montana parsed a la* :requirlag that physical education be taught la all schools
of the state#

la 1946 minimum standards for time alloted

to physical education v^ere suggested by the State Depart*
meat of Publie Instruction*

The requirements for the

seventh and eighth grades are one thirty minute period per
day, totaling one huadred and fifty minutes per week#

The

Mlseoule program, as nearly as enrollment and gymnasium
and playground space would permit, has adhered to this sug
gested time requirement.

This factor Is discussed further

on page 1 2 # of this study.
The activities selected for Inclusion in this course
of study were evaluated as to their contribution to the

7
aeeUs of the ohildren end to the objeotivee of jphyeleel
eduoatloa*

Table I, fag* 6,

llsta the aeede aad oharae-

teriatlae of ohlldzea aad the Imjplloatloaa of these aeed*
aad oharaoterletioG upoa phyaloal edaoatloa*
To laaare a thorough aaderetaadlag of ^hyaleal eduea*
tloB oa the part of the Qiaseroom teaoher who la ooaoeraed
with teaohiag la this field Ghapter I dleoasaea the phlloeo»
phy of phyaloal edaoatioa# Speolal eâ.phaaia la thla chapter
ia given to the alma, objectives aad a defialtloa of phyei*
o@l edaeatloa.
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TABIÆ I
GROWTE CK/imCfYRlSTIvC OF CHIIDRSN AliD ÏKEIR NEEDS IN
PNTSIC^I, EDUOAYION
GRADES 7 & 8
Charaeteristies
I» Bafld phyaloal growth#
often uneven in varlou#
profortiona of the body,
with rennltant awkward*
neaa and leok of ooordl*
nation. Indlvldaala vary
widely in development.

MÊ&&&

1

.Aingprogram
allowing
of individuala

for group
in variou*
waye for different type* of
aotivitiea, according to in
terest, capaoitiee, and de
gree of coordinated skill#.
Care should be taken in all
aspect# of the program a»t
to eipoae individual#, who
are olumay and inept at cer
tain activitiee, to the
ridicule of their cl*##matee,

2# Susceptibility to Fatigue. 2. Although interect and etten»
tlon can be more sustained
than in lo%er grades, activi
ties should not be too long
continued. Periods may be
longer but activities should
be varied between the active
and the more restful types.
Increasing power of etten- ). Games and other activities
tion and interest in pro*
Involving mental, as well as
biem*aolving.
physical, skills are appro
priate for this age group,
"lead-up** games of a higher
type of organization, "Carry
over" activities -- those which
may be used profitably for
recreation in adult life —
are desirable parts of the
seventh and eighth grade pro
gram.

TABlE I

(ooatinaed)

SROWrS GHamiCTERISTICS 0? CEIIJ)RSN

TIIBIR NKKDS IN

fHT:::IO:üL NDUG^TION
omDSs 7 & $
4* Bmotioas strong and not
well under control.

5. loyalty to gangs, olube,
end teems; strong desire
to **belon@".

4# OomyetltlTS games may arouse
rivalry and even jpereoaal
antagonisms, Kva^y effort
should be made to build
standards of fair play# and
of being "a good loser* and
*a generous winner*.
Team games are popular at
this level and may be used
frequently, but they should
be safeguarded by changing
the personnel of teams of
ten, In order to avoid emo
tional clashes and to pre
vent the child who is not
socially adjusted from be
ing ostracised by a "closed*
grouping.

6. Deelre for ezcltement and
adventure.

6, Certain team games and indi
vidual stunts and contest#
are also valuable, if com
petition Is keen but friend
ly.

7# Bero-worshlp and euaoeyt*
Iblllty to adult leader*
ship.

7. Adult leader# should avoid
playing upon c lldren's
susceptibility for pereoanl
satisfaction, but should make
themselves responsible for
eiamples of skill, strength,
personal attractiveness,
self-oootrOl# **4 80*d aport#.
manshlp to their students.

6* Impatience with parent- or 6, Children should participate
school-imposed restrictions. in the selection or organi
zation of the program of
activities and should be
helped to work out rules and
safeguards for group action,
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TABLE I

(ooatlawed)

GROVÆH GHARA0TLRI8TIC5 OP CHIIJ)BEN AND THEIR NBED8 IB
PmrslC^L EDDCATION
GR/iDES 7 & 6
rather than being restrained
by adult domination.
Orge for individual
prestige Inoroaslag*

9* Individual leadership should
be eneoaraged, each indivl~
dual being helped to "find
himself" in some field of
oohpetence. Leadership
should be rotated and
"followership" developed
as a desirable ability of
a mature individual.

10* Interest in opposite sex 10. Boys* and girls* activities
beginning, but often ex
should be separated when
pressed by teasing and
capacities, interests, and
pretended contempt; sex
emotional attitude* make it
groups have differing
desirable. Careful thought
interest* and capacities*
should be given to games,
rhythmic activities and ot
her activities in which
both groups may participate
co-opera tively * and with
freedom from self-consciousness.
The material for this table is in part the author**
and in part taken from. These Are Your Children,^ and Physical Education In Small Schools. $

Bauer,
Chicago
6.
lisa Schneider, Rhyaicul Education in Saall Schools
(The American Association for Mealth,
Education and
Recreation, Washington, D. G., 1948) p* 18
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IV.

ASgmmoKs

1. Ia the Mlaooola fublie Sohool^, the olaeerooa
teaeher Im eapeeteh to teaoh hie owh physical educetloa#
2# Se hee hot had eufflcleat pre»eerTloe tralolog
la physical education#
3# Se hae had a background In educational methode,
4# The eeventh and eighth gradea are part of the
elementary school system.

They are not to be construed

here aa a separate junior high school program#
5# There Is some departmeatallgatlon in the seventh
and eighth grudes.
6# A man teacher la expected to teach physical educa*
tlon to the boys; a %oman Is to teach physical education to
the girls#
7, The sexes ere to be segregated for physical educa*
tlon#

The boys and girls may be combined Into mixed clasn»

es, however, for such physical education activities as folk
dancing, social dancing, volleyball, softball, and noncontact games.
8# Though an effort has been made to write the course
of study In such a manner that almost every detail of in
struction Is Included, and that the teacher tiirough Its use,
may become self-sufficient in physical education, super
vision by a specialist Is highly desirable.
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V. LIMITATION
1$ The oourse of a t M y lo thie thesle ie lateaded
for the oevoBth aad eighth grades*
2* The laetruetioas# methods ^ and teaohiag aids are
for the seveath aad eighth grade teachers,
3* Beoaua# of ollmatlo ooaditloas la MlGSoaia, aa
ladoor type of program is esaeatlal#

Hoviever, slaee there

Is some favorable vieather ia the fall aad late la the sprlag,
the pMgram for these two seasoas of the year calls for some
outdoor activities*
4# The alalaum time per week for physical education
Is to be alaty minutes.

Two forty-five minute periods are

suggested.
5, Because of the difficulty of cd/alalsterlag physlcal efficiency or achievement tests aad because of their
time consuming chsracterlstlca, ao testing program Is lacluded la this study.
TI. D E f m Z T I O N OF T B B N U ^ D
Olasnroem teacher.

A teacher who has been trained

In sll aspects of the elementary curriculum v/lthout speciali
zation la any particular field.
Special teacher*

à teacher who has had major train

ing ia a particular field, such as art, music, or physical
education*
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DeDartaentallzatlaa.

Depertmentellzatloa meana tjawt

pupils are taught the various subjeot* by spécifia teaaher#;
they may be taught music by eue teaoher, English by another
and physloal education by a third#
Ourrlculum#

(There are many interpretations and defi*

nitiona of ourrlculum.

For the purposes of this study*

curriculum is the total program of phyaical education for
two years.
Course of study#

Curriculum and course of study in

many respects are synonymous.

For the sake of this study*

the term course of study Implies the total guide for the
teacher in physical education* the methods, the units of
the curriculum, the append ii, philosophy, the supplementary
material, and the bibliography.

cmrTBR II
PHIlOSQIWr Of PBYSIOM, 3DU0ATI0N
Very oftea the olaseroom teaoher is called upoa to
teaoh phyeicel education, and doea so without knowing erect
ly what physical education is, the alma and objectives to
wards which it strives, or the prlnoL^les npon
developed.

hich It la

To the teacher, physical education may imply,

sports, athletics, recreation, oalisthenic exercise, gymnas
tics, or just almlecc play.

To clarify his thinking and

interpretations, this chapter will briefly state the elm,
objectives, and definition of physical education.
I. AIM OF PHT2IGAI, SDDOATION
The aim of physical education and the aim of educa
tion are the same, - wiilch is to provide opportunities for
maximum mental, physical, social, and emotional growth in
order that the individual may be able to make satisfactory
adjustments to a democratic society*

Braced singles out

the particular part physical education plays in striving to
ward the eim in stating that*
The particular contribution of physical education
to this total elm of education is the building of an
efficient, well co-ordinated individual, free from
disease, and possessing enough strength, speed, abil
ity, endurance, and skill to meet easily the demands
of the day, in work and in play, üll of the e%n

Junior end
p. If
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1)
perlemoes through which a ctudcat ecquirca thcee
traita ahould help him to develop a eouod phlloaophy
of life baaed upoa a proper reeogaition of his relatioaahip to his fellow maa.
II. OBJECTIVES
According to Williams^ aim ia used to denote direction
general purpose; objectives mark out the specific point#
along the way toward attaining the aim.

The objectives in

physical education ere many* but they may al& be grouped in
to four major catégorisa.

They are: to develop end main

tain maximum physical efficiency, to develop useful skills,
to act in socially acceptable ways, and to enjoy wholesome
recreation.
These objectives require further explanation.
To develop end maintain maximum physical efficiency.
A physically efficient person enjoys sound functioning of the
bodily processes, possesses such qualities as strength, speed,
endurance, quick reaction, egillty, good posture, and effi
cient body mechanics.
develop useful skills.

The fundamental physical

skills are walking, dodging, guaging moving objects, and lift
ing.

The physically skillful person has abilities in a

variety of activities calling upon these fundamental skills

tion.

2.
'Jeaas Feiring Williams, Principles of Physical Educa*
(Philadelphia, W, B. Saundera w m p a n y ,19427 p. 261
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aad their variations»

H# possesses suoh skills as may be

found in 8i#lmmiug, Individual and team sports, and dano*
Ing whl&h aontrlbute to physloal efficiency*
$o act in socially acceptable wavs*

A socially ao-

ture person v^orks for the comaon good, respects his fellowman and acts in a sportsmanlike manner*

Ee manages his

emotions even In Intense situations; he is courageous and
resourceful*

Games, sports, and contesta that are <#t<wi

stimulating and e^jjotionally churged, help the individual
to develop emotional maturity.
To enioy wholesome recreation,

Nash^ says*

Recreation la an objective if men ia to retain his
sense of integration. It is clear how play become#
en objective for the child; it is equally clear how
much of an objective play is for the vvorker dulled by
routine, finally is it not evident how much of a
necessity it Is for the man in retirement who want#
the last part of life to be the beet?
Â person who ha# acquired a fund of recreational interest#,
knowledge, and skills will Include activities that are
creative, relaring, and stimulating.
It i# not sufficient to consider physical education
a# a collection of unrelated exercises and games, but rather
a# a program of education based on scientific principles of
body structure, organic function, social cod emotional beBaah, Frances hotnsch, Jeanette Saubon,
Physical M u c s t i o n . Ornanizution and Administration, (New
fork, A, SVBsrnes a n d O c m p a n y / 1931) p , 64

1?
bavlor,

Baaioally there oaa be little physical education

without Tigoroua muacular activity, and the moat conapicuou*
outcome# are the organic benefita derived from the practice
of vigorous activity*

The social, moral, aad emotional out*»

comes, however, ere very Important secondary objective#
vhich cannot be overlooked*
III. DSFimiTION 0? PniaiCAl EDUCATION
Any intelligent approach to a curriculum in physical
education requires first that the term, physical education,
be defined*

During the comparatively short eriatence of

physical education aa a required part of the school cur
riculum, there have been many conflicting conceptions of
the nature of physical education*

Even its title ha# gone

through a rather complete evolution having at various time#
been called, physical training, physical culture, gymnastic^
school gymnastics, health education and recreation*

We know

now that health education and recreation have become field#
of study in themselves*

Physical education In its broad

est sense include# ell of the activities in vhloh a per
son participates that contributes Lv^arus his physical,
mental, and emotional well-being*

It would include the pre

scribed program of physical activities in the school currlculum, the intramural program, the athletic program*

It

would also include swimming, camping, hiking, equestrianism,
hunting, end fishing*

In a more specific sense:
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Physical eüuoetloa is a ^sy of eauoatioa through
physical activities which ere selected amd carried oa
with full regard to values la humaa growth, develop*
meht, acd beh&vior*4
It is a part of the total educatioaal program
satisfying the principles of good health, physical efficiency
and sound functioning of the organism, and providing outlets
for wholesome physical recreation.
IV. m W A B ?
The aim of physical education is toward the «ell*
rounded development of all hoys and girls as responsible
citisena in our democratic society.

The aim is sought

through attaining certain objectives which are: organic
development and function, acquisition of fundamental
skills, 8O0lal*moral behavior, and wholesome recreational
practices.

Since we know now that physical education is

not just a haphazard collection of unrelated exercises
and games, but rather that it is founded on scientific
principles of structure, function, and educational pro*
cesses, it becomes rather easy to define it as a way of
education through physical activity.

"fkyslcal Education. An Interpretation (Washing
ton, D, G, , American isso'ciation ^or'' leal'ta'i”'Physical Educatlon and Recreation, 1951) p. 3

III
OI^kSüIFIOjïTION OP
PliAN KIW TSE IÆS80S
AND I^STSODB OP IN8TBBCTI0N
The curriculum ooaalsts of aiateea unite of work
for the teacher to follow In conducting the program.
These unite are Guhdlrlded into isajor cleaaificatione of
ectlTltiee to facilitate planning*

These classifications

are dlscusaed in the following paragraph*
I. GLaSSIPIGATION OP A0riVITl28
Karehimt and warm-UD activities.

This includec

tactic ererclaen to facilitate m&neuvarlng the class from
one for^mtlon to another.

It Includeo combinationn of

marching and free eieroises to warm up the musculature.
It contains mlmetics, which are imitative movements, and
which serve the purpose of general conditioning*

Also

included are certain heslc rhythms such as running,
jumping, galloping, skipping, and hopping.
Gondltloninn exercises.

This classification con

sists of exercises designed for the purposes of stretch
ing or strengthening muscle groups, suppling a joint, or
co-ordination of movement of several body parts.

They

are mess activities allowing for purposeful, vigorous
exercise in a short period of time*

They can he used

for the purposes of warm-up, general body conditioning
or the development of specific muscle group.
19
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aotlvitlea. Many phyaleal activities
have a mtoat quality; they c&aileage the ladlvldual aaü
BO have aequlrea the deelgnatlom, aelf^teatlhg*

This group

of activities offer# the ladlvldual an opportunity to
achieve etetue wlthlA the group because of the possibility
of excelling la certain skills,

la addition many activi

ties of this type offer opportunities to develop muscular
strength and cc-ordlnatlon so essential to good body
mechanics#
Oombstlves,

These could be classified mlth self

testing activities but because of their competitive nature
they are considered separately#

Combatives are contests

of strength pitting one person against another with the
prime purpose of beating the opponent In personal combat,
Athletic skills,

This classification includes the

fundamental skills of highly organized team sports and
athletic contests,
Gamfs end relays#
physical education*

This Is the "fun" aspect of

In it are Included games of medium

and low organization, team sports, and various types of
relay races#

Aside from the recreative and relaxation

aspects of games and relays, they also serve to bring
about desirable social-moral outcomes#

Most authorities

feel that active play should make up a large part of the
physical education program because it is one of the most
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Important mesas of contributing to skill growth sal le*
velepmeat,
ahrthmlo activities.

Tan Hagen, Deiter sal Wllllams^^

say:
Rhythm Is 8 baalo aspect of nature# All peoplsa
of the earth maalfeat It; all animals show It; ialeel
all of nature portrays rhythm , . , Rhythmlo activity
meat be encouraged in the elementary school chill be
cause of the many benefits, emotionally, socially,
end physically, derived from it.
In the seventh and eighth grades the

rhythm pro

gram consists chelfly of national folk dances, funda
mental rhytiimic steps and combinations pertinent to the
dances and basic rhythms such as hopping, skipping, runing.

The desirable outcomes of a good rhythm program

should Include balanced posture, physical efficiency,
emotional freedom, an appreciation of the culture of
various nationalities, and wholesome attitudes toward
boy-glrl relationships,

Concomitant with the dance pro

gram should come certain accepted rules of social behavior,
appreciation of music, and a correlation with the music and
social studies programs of the schools,
II, PIANBING THE IBSSONS
In planning the lessons for a two-week period the
teacher must first study the unit to determine what is tw
1, Van Sagen, Winifred, Dexter, Genevie, Williams
P, 191
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be most difficult to teach,

la some laataacea, such ae

la the teachlag of athletic skills, a ae% daace, or a
team afort, the bulk of several ooasecutive lessoaa may
be utilized oa the oae activity.

In other unit* where

the major activity may be of a very strenuous nature or
oae that brings Into play muscles that have not been used
extensively, the time consumed on the strenuous activity
should be of shorter duration with frequent change* of
activities la the lesson,

The degree of difficulty de

termines the time element,

A good rule to follow Is to

start ail lessons with warm-up activities such as fuademeatal rhythms, marching, mass conditioning exercise,
or a review of material taught la the previous lesson.
Another suggested policy Is to finish every lesson with
a game or relay which tends to put the pupils la a good
frame of mind.

The body of the lesson should be used to

teech new activities.
The Importance of daily lesson plans cannot be
over-emphasized,

No teacher can hope to do s perfect

job without a detailed plan of everything that is to
be taught in the lesson,

A successful plan Is governed

by sa analysis of the unit,

it should consist of a cen

tral goal, a breakdown of the unit Into leaser parts,
each part having ualty la Itself, and should allow for
the planning of several dally lessons in related sequence.
The lack of planning results la stereotyped and slipshod
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work

Is the aajor oaus* of failure#

It hum beea said

that the ehlef eauae of adverse orltleimm of p&yaleal
eduemtloa Is laok of plaaaed pro&raa* aad glaaaed lemsoas.^
Despite eurefui pluaaiog a&d ùrgaalBatioa, a teacher
may still rua into difficulties la preseatiag a lessoa#
Ghould this occur, a little latrospectioa is la order#

a

hew approach, a aew techalque, or a aew method of preseatatioa may he required.

This call* for an ah&lysi* of

the material to he taught with relatioa to the group or
iadlvidual#

If oaly oae or two fall to Icara the material,

they require extra help#

If the class la general is having

trouble, despite very careful method* of instruction, the
material may have to be discarded and a substitute activity
may have to be selected from the supplement, page
III.

OF INÜÏBUOTION

Just as there are basic methods of teaching that
apply to olaearoom subjects, there are also basic methods
that should be employed when teaching physical education.
In the units of the course of study, methods of instruc
tion are suggested for teaching specific activities# How
ever, there are some principles of methods that apply to
general procedures of instruction in all physical educa
tion activities#

These ere discussed in the following

2,^Btlds Gluts Kozman, Boaaline Oassldy, Chester 0#
jTacltgon, ^thods in Physical Education (]Phlla<%4*ljptLia,
B#
fàBiLBKlers wcmpany, 1 9 p# 224
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Btatemeata pertinent to the etepa In pre&entatloo, whloh
ere:

eiplanetlon, deaonetratlon, trial and orltlolem,

end drill end repetition,
Sznlenatlon,

It iwuld be Imposelble to teeeb ef*

feotlvely without explanation*

Therefore, explanation

must be the first step of presentation,

8om techniques

of explanation are:
1, Develop a vooabulery of words meaningful in
terms of astlvlty,
2, Work continually to shorten words end phrases
of explanation and yet be complete enough to be under
stood*
3, Begin explanations with what the learner knows.
4* Bhow enthualasm,
3, Keep control of the voice,

fitch the voice low,

use e varying inflection, enunciate clearly, pronounce
correctly, and speak at a moderate rate*
6* Make eiplanetion simple, logical,coherent, and
concise.
7, Avoid preaching and haranguing; the pupils like
activity.
Demonstrat^n.

Demonstration in physical education

is of more importance than any other technique of instruc
tion.

It is much easier for pupils to learn through observa"

tlon than it is to learn through listening,
factors in demonstration are*

Borne is^ortant
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1# Detormlae the a^eelflo parpoee of the demonetratlOA before preeertlrg It*
2* Prepare puplle beforehena for precisely %het le
to be demoAStretea,
3* When possible, de/uooetrete the eatlre activity
so that subsequent praotloe end loatruotlon has dlieetlon
and meaning#
4* la demoastratiag part of an activity, it should
be tied In with other parts la relation to the whole
activity.
)* Demonstrate the skill la detail to the pupil who
Is having trouble with It#
6. Dee the demonstration as a motivation procedure#
7# Make certain that the demonstration Is correct
in every detail.
aaâ @rl;tlcl*m.

This la the step of présenta*

tlon In vmlch the pupil tries what has been demonatrated
and explained#

In this step, the teacher must be aware

of the coauaon faults that are to be expected and the points
to stress In perfecting the activity#

Discerning common

faults and the points to stress calls fOT a very careful
analysis of the activity prior to presentation.

The

teacher should observe the pupll*s performance and offer
constructive criticism where needed.
Drill an^ repetition.

The purpose of drill Is to
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develop perfeetloo la performeoee of the aotivlty,

Tbla

etep ealle for ooooeatreted effort oa the part of the pupil
ahd orltleal ohaervatloa oa the part of the teaeher#

The

activity may be coaaidered learaed whea it caa be doae
without premeditatioa, - whea it becomes aecoad mature to
do it coirectly.
The success of preseatatloa of aa activity also
depends oa some factors which caaaot be specifically
classified ia the foregolag steps of preeeatetioa»
These factors are:
1# Analyze the activity to 'detei\^JLae whether or not
it must be presented la Its component parts or whether It
can be presented as a whole.
2. Discuss very briefly with the class the mala
iurposes of the activity#
J)# If possible, provide participation in the whole
activity permitting as much experience la It as poeslble
without interruption.
4# Malntala group attention by having pupils placed
advantageously and by directing discussion at their age
level#
The success of future instruction depends on t e
teacher's evaluation of what has been presented#

His pleas

for the next lesson should be made in light of this évalua*
tlon*
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IV. g m a u B Y
To faoilltate plamilag the program of iostruetloa
aa& orgaolzatlom of the work, the aotlvltlee Ih eaoh Uhlt
are olaaalfied aoeordihg to type aad fuaetloh,

Plaomiag

the ieeeoh ia ae vital to aueeeseful teaohlag la phyal*
oal e&ueatloa as it la la aay other aabjeot»

Equally a#

importent am plaaaihg the leaaon ie the method of iaatrue»
tioh employed in preeeatatiom of materiale.

The important

aspeota of presentation are stated a# they relate to the
methods of erplaaation^ demonstration, trial and erltl»
elam*

end drill and repetition.

Thie chapter was oon-

elnded with general ancë^etlons pertinent to présenta#
tlon#

CILfTER IV
TBE CORRiCUim IN rsrSIGAl, 3:DUCATION FOR
EIGHTH O m D E S

SEVENTH AND

The alateea unite oi the currloulum contain suffi*
oient material to oonduot a phyaloal éducation pro&ram dur*
ing a two year period for both hoyo and girle#

However,

before embarking upon the inatruction program, certain
features of the curriculum must be clarified*

Much of the

physical education program must be repetitious from the
standpoint of attaining perfection of performance and from
the standpoint of enjoyment of participation*

There 1#

very little difference in physical education ability be*
tween seventh and eighth grade children; ability is not
effected by grade, but it is effected by age, weight, and
height*

Girls, as well as boys, can perform all the

activities that have been selected for this curriculum,
except that girls ere not expected to play football or com
bative sports*

In lieu of these two exceptions, girls are

provided with an extensive rhytiwlc program*

On the

strength of the above-mentioned criteria, there has been
no differentiation made in the curriculum between seventh
and eighth grade work and only a slight differentiation
between boys and girls activities*

To avoid a complete

repetition of the materiel in two successive years, it is
suggested that certain activities be taught ia even num#
bered years and others in odd numbered years*

The divi

sion of activities is suggested in Table II, page
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All activities not listed la the t^hle are to be laoladed
In both years*
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TABiZ H
ACTIVIIIE8 SGSEDOLm AlTERmTB YEAS8
gTBN m W B E R m YEAË8

ODD m m S R g D TKAR8

Acmnii&s

AGTIVITIB8
mncT I

Humao top
Sljijgl# kaoe tou oh
Socoor akilla (boys aad glrlm)

Horizontal laddere
Football akille
Soeeer akilla (girla oaly)

UNIT II
Horizontal ladder
Football akilla
Flag foot bell
Soooer akilla (girla oaly)
Soooer (girla oaly)

TouQh too jump
Wiggle walk
Sooôer o k l U o
Soooer (boye aad glrlo)
UNIT III
Splimlug wheel
Field ball
8oooer (boya aad glrle)

Horizontal ladder
Flag foot b a U
Black and white
Field ball (girla oaly)
UNIT IV

Field ball
Vifheellug

Flag football
Field ball (girla only)
UNIT 7
Frog dance
Bear dance
Progreaaive dodgeball
Poiaoa pin

Noakey mark
Human knot
Field ball
UNIT VI
Side heel oliek
laeh worm
Steal the beooa
Club guard

Evading
Deer jump
Oae leg aquat
Stick end ball relay
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TABI3 II (eoatlaued)
ACTIVITIES GCamWLED ALTER NATE TSARS
Om) NmSBERED TEARS

W E N NOMBmSD TSARS

ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITIES
UNIT VII

Wand jump
fump over the stick
Combatives

The camel walk
The elcjihamt walk
Game#
UNIT VIII
Bead etaad
Baeketbell drlhbllog relay

knee shoulder stand
A dozen ways of getting there

u m T II
Head stand
Heed stand, roll to stand
Box basketball
Captain dodgeball

Backward roll
Forearm head ataad
G@jütï.la basketball
Humam berdea relay
UNIT I

Review

Review
Nine court basketball
UrilT II

Forearm stand
knee shoulder spring
Leap frog relay
Open r^iuk relay

Cartwheel
Straddle kiouht
Nlme court basketball
UNIT XII

Partner stunts
Basketball

Tumbling oombiuutioa
Relays
Combetives
UNIT XIII

Triple eskimo roll
Skin the snake

Seal slap
Eaki^Ao roll
UNIT XIV
Goftbell skills

High ball
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II (ooatintiea)
j^OTIVITIBS 8CH2WLED ÀlTEamTB lEABg
E V m imSERED Y m B S

ODD N O m m E D YEARg

ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITIES
UinT IV

Combatives

ITour court üoclgeball

Uî^IT XVI
*%eelbarrow jÈelay
A r o u M the circle relay
Self testihg activities

Kick baseball
Athletic skills

m i T IVII
One old cat
Vfork up
Pieldihg

Horizontal ladders
Crab relay
Catching
Base ruhhing
UNIT IVIII

Shuttle relay

Horizontal ladders
UNIT x m

Review

Review

3)
miT I
Marohlog aad Warm-uf Àotlvltle#
(Teacher should have a rhythm drum or keep time by
olapplmg or tapping a stick for all merchlog, funda*
mental rhythms and conditioning cierolaea.>
1. Marching
a# on toes
b. on the outer edge of the foot
c* on the heels
2# Sunning
a. with high knee raising
b, laith kicking the heels backward
Purpose: Strengthen the transverse and longltudi*
nal arch of the foot* Strengthen muscles of the
lower leg and ankle# General leg strengthening
and Increased respiration.
3, Marching with arm circling
a, raise arms sideward
b# march forward while eieoutlng a small arm
circle backvnrd, one complete circle to each
step
Purpose: Strengthen muscles of posterior neck*
and shoulders# Elevate the chest,
B. Oonditionlng Exercises
1. Trunk Dipping Sideward
a# assume a stride stand sideways* left arm over
head* right hand on hip
1, bend trunk quickly sideward right and im
mediately rebound to erect position . , ots. 1
2. continue in fairly rapid cadence. . Cta. 2 - 7
1# change ar# position and prepare to re
peat to the left. . . . . . . . . . . . Gts. 8
4# repeat to the left.
Cts.Gl * 8
b* repeat entire exercise four to eight times
Purpose: stretches and strengthens lateral trunk
muscles.

)4
Keep f##t flat om fleof#
^voia # twlgtlAg moTMMwat*
Z# M&lf t&e# B#»a#
a* «loa#
1*
2*
).
4.

Aemd# on hipe

rl@# qa to##. . . . . . . . .
beo4 kaaea baif 4##p. . . . .
straight##-mo###. . . . . . .
io##r he#l# . . . . . . . . .

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

cta.
Ota,
Ota.
Ota.

1
2
)
4

b* repeat el&bt time# la fairly alo# ##4#oo#
Parjiwa#:

streo^bea# l#g Aaeolaa.

Poiot# To gtr###%
truok #r##t#

B#aa oaly half deep#

Keep

3# Slt-ap#
a* lylag poaltloa r#ar*#ya, h^ad# oa hip#
1* rl^3* to # alttlog poaltloo alowly
.
.................
Ota. 1 . 2
2# lower to a lylag pooltloa . . . Ota# 3
4
b* Bapeat eiarala# elm to elgbt time#
lorpoao: 6^tf*ogtâ#a# ab4omla#l aoA bip jolat
flaior aaaelaa#
Polate To 8tr#a#$ K##p f##t aoO boom of leg# la
ooataot with floor* Ua# # alow oooat#
C# 6#lf*^te#tlag âotlfltl##

1. Haaaa Tap
>t#ad wlthla # olrel# draum oa tb# floor# Jaap
up;f#r6
>;f#rd #a4 attempt to &ak# a fall tara laadlag
tbla tb# elrtla*
2» $lagl# Kaa# Touob
Bt#ad oa the right foot# beah left ika## #a6 aoll
to* of left foot wlta right bead la rear of body.
Bead right kaee# atteiLptla^ to toa#b left ka%$ to
floor @ad rl#e égala# lep ut with left leg#
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3# HorlzoAtai Ladder
u# from 8 aide atand facing the apperetue* jump to
hang, upper grip on the near beam* Ralae kneee
.............. .. Gt# 1
to the cheat
lower slowly
........ ..
Gt* 2
Purpoae*

Abdominal atrengtheolng*

b* same atartlng position aa a* Bend the arma and
pnll chin to the bar. , . * * « . * #
Ot* 1
lower*
Ot* 2
Purpoae*
mnaclee*

Strengthenaarma,

ahonldera and back

c* same atartlng poaltlon at left end of ladder*
Travel right aldeward by alternately moving
hands aldevmrd on the beam# Drop to a stand
at the far end*
Purpose* Oo-ordlnatlon, develops same muscle
group a# above*
d* from a cross stand under the ladder, jump to a
hang, upper grip on the rung* Raise both knees
fore— upward and try to touch one of the rungs
In front with toes*
Purpose*
awseles*

Strengthens abdominal, ch<st, upper arm

e* jump to a hang on the rungs, reverse grip right
hand, upper grip, left# Travel to other end by
letting go with the left, pivoting around right
arm end regrnsp, reverse left* Let go with the
right, pivot around with left, regraep right,
etc* Try to keep body straight*
Purpose*

Develops agility, control*

f, jump to a hang on the bmms, outer grip, travel
forward with an alternate grasp*
g, travel backward with alternate grasp.
h* jump to a hang on beams, swing the body bask
snd forth gently, and on the forward swing re
lease grasp and jump forward, regrasplng the
beams* Gontlnue In this manner to the end of
the ladder*
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D#

Skill#
1# Foanmrd ?###
Arramg# olaa# 1# squad# of four to six, t#o equad#
faolûg eaoh other ahout five yard# apart, foot»
ball should be passed from ou# aquad to the other
zlgxsgglug: down the llue, Bold the ball on th#
laolng and slightly to th# rear with finger# well
apread and thmd) around the ball# Extend left
arm forward to sot a# a guide in jpassiug. In th#
paasing moTement bring th# ball past the head with
th# point slightly upward# Think of flioklng th#
lobe of th# ear when passing# In r#o#l7ing th#
ball from the other player reach out with hands
and pull th# ball into the midriff#
After the oleas ha# learned the technique of pa##!»
lug, have the squads,gradually more backward till
the distance ha# widened to about twenty yard##
2# Oenter Pas#
In centering th# ball th# boy should stand in a
fairly wide stride# Bend knee# and keep the hip#
down reaching forward for the ball, head up# Rli^t
hand should be slightly under th# ball and to the
front point# Th# pas# 1# made by a movement straight
back between th# legs with no twist of the han^»
3# Soccer Drill
aive each team a soccer ball and have th# pupil#
dribble it to the end of th# fi#ld and back by klek#^
ing it alternately with th# left foot and then the
right foot#
4, Socoer Dribble and Pas#
Two people at a time run about twenty feet apart
from each other. Alternately dribble the soccer
ball and pa&e it by kicking it while running down
th# field#

&# @ame# and Relay#
1. Olrele Soooer
Divide the class Into two teams, placing one team
on each half of a large circle that hae a dividing
line through th# middle# Players ere numbered con
secutively and space themselves so that each on# 1#
able to guard one portion of th# circle. #1 from

)7
each team oomee to the oenter, flaoee hie right
foot on e aoeoer bell that ha# bee# put on th#
center 11##. J^t the referee's whistle, both
player# attempt to klek the ball throo^ th# oppo*
alt# half of the elrel#.
Klohera are alloeed to rum freely wlthl# th#
olrele 1# pursuit of the ball, but elrol# player#
must stay behihA their reatralaiug lih#. They
are permitted to prevent the ball from going
through only by using their feet, lege, and toreo.
Use of hand# is a violation*
When a point 1# swred, #2 from eaeh team oome#
forward and #1 return# to th# end of hi# line* If
the ball 1# kicked out of the olrole at the end of
the dividing line, no point 1# scored and play i#
resumed e# at the beginning of the game*
The olrole should be no less than thirty feet in
diameter*
2* Lame Dog Relay
Class 1# divided into relay team# of equal number#
and placed on a starting line in relay formation,
Sstabliah a turning line some forty feet from the
starting line* First player on each team bend#
forward placing both hand# on the floor support
ing hL&self on his hands and one leg with the
other leg eztended backward, thus emulating a dog
that ha# a lame hand leg* In this position eaeh
team member in his turn run# to the turning line
and back again.

)8
DKIT II
À. Marohlog amd
1#

Aotlvltlea

M 6 rehiag with arm olrcllog
Refer to Ualt I.

2* Stride Oloee Jumping
feet together» hands on hips. Jump to s stride
stand
................ * Ct* 1
Jump to a close stand
Gt* 2
This Is to be done In a forward movement about
the gymnasium.
Purpose;

Rip joint suppling.

Oo*ordlnatlon.

3. Ropplng
Sop forward, eight counts on the left foot, then
change to eight counts on the right foot. Per*
form this continuously around the gymnaalim*
Purpose*

aip joint suppling.

Co-ordination,

B, Self-Testing Activities
1. Touch Toe Juuyp
Prom a closed stand jump straight upward, kick
the feet fore-upward with legs straight and
touch the toes with the hands,
2. Wiggle Walk
8tand with heels together, toes turned outward,
raise the right heel and the left toe and plvot
Ot. 1
Bring toes together moving to the right.
Raise the left heel and the right toe bringing
the heels together.
Ot, 2
alternate counts 1 and 2, moving right sideward.
If you wish to move left sideward It la necessaiy
to start by raising the right toe and the left
heel,
). Horizontal ludder
a, jump to a hang, upper grip, on the rungs. By
flexing the arms and hip joint, ralae knees
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upward
hook both kaeo# o t w th* roag la
froat* Uahook tho left kaee* eatead it fof<»
nAird and efoh th* haok
Ot# 1
Betara
. . # , . » # , # Ct# 2
Rojpoat %lth th# fight leg
Ota# 3 & 4
Lo#of to # ataad#
h# jam# to a h#ag, u^^per grip, oa the foag, rai##
kaee# @o befor# W t hook t. #m over th# earn#
ruag ffoa %hloh yom #f# h&agiag# Bel#### th#
left head aad th#a th# rl(0t* Bmtead th# body
6o%av#fd lato # kaee heag# Coa# to etmrtiag
poeltioa by firet f#gMtapiag haada — thoa
lOTWf leg# b a o ^ f d betoeoo ef*a to ma ia#$ft#d
hmag mod drop to a atmad#
o# joap to m hmag# appof grip ## beforo# rmia#
kaeo# ap»mrd. through th# era#* mad hook to*#
oa th# fuag la beck, mroh the book, rmlm# th#
hemd* Thl# 1# ##ll#d th# "bird*# aemt"#
d* jaap to m hmag, a;p#r grip oa b#ma, fmeiag for*
ward* bead mram mad fl#% nlp#$ mtteaptiag to
briag to#8 to th# beam. laver forward to m
#tmad»
*# saa# stmrtiag pomitioa a* d# froat hip pall*ap
to a froat lyiag eapport meroa# th# ladder#
Thi# aeaa# to briag th# to## to th# bar mad
moatiaa# to pall upmmrd mad #o@pl#t#ly over oatill lyiag oa top of th# ladder* lo%#r forward
to a ataad#
Purpo##; To etreagthoa th# mbdoaiaml mad ahouldor
####!##, to t#a#h oo*ofdiaatioa mad develop mohr*
age#
C$ y%thl*ti# bkill#
1* Berner Goal Kiok
Th# offlelal moeeer goal im to#aty*fowr feet old#
mad eight f##t high* Thi# may be iadleated by
omtliaiag it with ejaialk oa a baildiag ##11 or aa*^
lag two jompiag 8t##darda with # hoop stretehed
aoro##* rime# th# ball oa a lia# tea yard# ia
front of the goal* have eaeh jerooa take five
tor## kieking th# ball from thia lia# through th#
goal* kaeh kick ahodld be mad# from a differeat
pomitioa on th# line ao that player# ao#lr#
aooarmey from may aagl#*
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2* Soc##f Dflbbl*, fame

Traf

Affaage taaa# ia ahmttia fonrntioa# #1 4rlbbl$
the bail half #ay 6owa to #2 thaa kiak it# fZ
trap th# baii by fl&alag the aol# of th# foot
on toy ahd ec;ô##hlag to th# gfo#M a# aoo# a# It
#w»e# to hih# #2 them dflbbie# half way &oma to
#) aod tray#, at#*
3# football Pamtim#
arrahg# boy# im a^aad# aboot thirty to forty
yard# ajpart* farolah them with aeveral football#
a#4 have tham t#k# tarm# kioklog book ahd forth#
foimt# To Btr###;
a# bail 1# held formarà with &j«i# eitoadod.
b# take oa# or too qul#k abort atop# a# b#ll
i# dropped# Oa# atop 1# preferred. Ball
1# aot throwo*
## th* foot meet# th# bail with to# well
polated aad the kleklag leg la atraight at
th# niomemt of impeat#
d* body ahoald be learned beak allghtly after
#Oht<,#t la made, arm# oarry throaght In a#
op%*rd motlom, and folio# through with the
kieking leg#
D. game# and &#l#y#
1# Lin# 6o###r
Divide th# el#a# into too teem# end line them up
at oppoaite end# of th# playing field, humber
player# #on#*o#tiv#ly.
yi from eaeh team ^ e # to the eenter and thee#
too play # g$m# of individoal aoeaer #e#h attempt*»
log to kick th# bell through th# opponent# goal
line# Th# goal ktopera are permitted to bloek
th# ball eith their hand#* After a e w r # 1# mad#
or a anitabl# I w g t h of time ha# enpired, oheng#
th# oemter player## Gradually iner#### th# ###»
ber of eeater player# emtll there are four or
five fro# e##h team* In thi# may they !##«& to
pea# the ball to eaeh other end play together a#
a team#
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80 Yards
Play#*#* Se oh team should hav# alerem players;
oha gosl keepar, two foil i&aoks# thrs# halfhaoks,
aad five forwaraa# hamber of players may be
varied to eeeomodate a small field, or a small
or large groap*
Time: Tee defialte periods of not leas thaa five,
oor jaore thah fifteen mloates, with a rest of three
alhstea or aore beteeaa the periods*
6oorlhg: kvery time the bail la kicked aeress the
goal ilae between the t w goal posts, whether It
be oo the groaad or la the air, oae point la eoored
by the at^eklag team*
Officials: Ompires, refereee, timekeepers, aeorera*
the rules for aipolntiag these and their duties are
the same as those la say match soeoer game* Oholee
of goals end ehaage of goals after eaeh period of
play Is doae la the same maaaer us la other meteh
game#.
fosltloa of Players sad Bestrlatloa to Playlag
5peee: #ive forwards line up oa their own elde
of the eenter llae faolmg their opponents* goal.
The two taking the outside poaltioaa are sailed
"oataldes*; the oae teklag the eeater {X)eltien Is
sailed "eeater" thsae taking the positions between
are sailed "Insides"# The words left end right are
need to designate the side of the field the player
la oa when he steadswith ale beak to his goal.
These five forwards*after the bail la ia play
oross the eeater llae mod t^iereafter remain la B
territory.
They mayaot eorss Into their own areas
oatll after a eeore# They may go forward to the
goal line of their opponents* territory. They mmst
keep to the outside, inside, sad eenter of the fisl4
as their names ladleete.
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Three halfbeoke, center, left, end right, may
jpley only between the halfback line of their
own territory, and the center line*
fnllbacka, two, left and right, may play only
between the halfback line and the goal line.
Goal keeper playa between the goal poetm in
front of, or to the left or right of the goal.
Ball goes to the oppoaing team when a player
atepe ont of hla deaignated playing area. Play*
ere constantly leaving their lance may be re*
quired to exchange placee with the goal keeper
or a fullback#
Dntiee of the flayere* forwarda attack their
opponenta* goal, Halfbacke keep the ball in the
poaeeaaion of their forward#, fullbacke and goal
keepers protect their own goal and keep their
opponent# from scoring.
The Start; The ball is placed on the center line
between the two center player# of each team. When
the whistle sounds, these two player# touch in
unison, the ball and the ground alternately three
times with their right foot, ht the finish of the
third time, each player tries to kick the ball to
one of hi# inside forward men, (The play may be
started a# in regular soocer or a# in after a tie
ball in e\3?dball,)
B%ü.e#;
1, Mo one may touch the ball with his hand#.
If he doe# so, even accidentally, the oppo*
site side ia given a free kick at the point
where the ball was touched, ht any time
when a free kick ia given, all player# must
be at least five feet away from person tak*
ing free kick,
2, If the ball goes out of bo%u;da, either at
the side or end, the player opposite the
last one kicking it ia given a free kick
from the point on the line where the ball
passed out#
3, Bolding, pushing, kicking, or tripping of
players shall not be allo\ved$ A foul mu#t
be ceiled immediately, and a point given
to the other side.
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1# Teaah the foraerd pl&yere to pley th# hell
to eaeh other rather then etrelght ahead;
Qiao# that it la ahaolately *###j;aary for
the forward# to he Ih a hearly atralght
line aero## th# field when attaeklag their
oppooeht#* goal* When oearijag the ^oal
llhea# *^he oat side pic,y era should hegia to
eloae 1# toward the eeater, and iasige play
ers, sod always be ready to drop baoh aad
the hall, should it be played out by
their ofpoheate* fuHbaoha or goal koeper#
2# They ehould also be taught that hard kiek#
are usually uhprofltable one#, sad that
short, well-plsoed kiek# with every kiek
followed up, la the idea# Kever interfere
with the bell if a tseaMaate is fighting
for it — either cover ground in front of
him, or drop a little behind aim ao that
if he loses the ball, you een be ready for
it#
3# ^eak player# may take fuUbaek or goal
keepers* poaitiona, a# there i# comparatively little running to be done# Stronger
and «ore aetlve player# #hould be put into
forward and halfbaek position#*
3# flag football
flaying Street A field forty by eighty yard## Turn
thirty yard line# aaould be marked# Goal poet#
are not neoeaaary#
Equipment: (1) Offielal football; (2) for eaeh
player, two flags, twenty-four inehe# long, with
a knot in eaeh four inehe# from one end and ainteen ineht:# from the other* The short end# are
pulled up unj#r the player*# belt #o that th#
knot# are snug against the lower edge# of the
belt and the longer end# hang down eaeh hip, (3)
yeraey# or other dlatinguiahlng marking# for eaeh
team,
froeedure:
flag football 1# played aeeording to offloial
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football rule»^ except that
le w t teokllag;
e bell oarrler le doeiaed ebea the flag le pelied
from hie belt* Other exoeptloae to the offlelal
r%üLee ere lieted below#
Formatloo* Playere are divided lato t w team# of
not (ùore than hlae playere# There meet be five
offenaive pleyere oe the llhe at the klohoff#
The reeeivlhg team meet have five pleytire not more
thee tweatjr yerha or leee them flfteeo yerde frc*
ilhe of klekoff#
Pleylag ferlodi The ^eme ooheleta of four, eight
mlhmte quartere, ooeated ee etraight time* leeled^'
lag all tlme-oete ead euepeaaloh of play exeept"*
leg the last two mimetee of the flrat half and
laet five miaetee of the eeeoad half* when the
elock ehomld be etopped for all tlme*oute#
There ehomld be a two mlaute roet period betweea
quarter# aad e tea miaute reet period betweea
halve#*
Rule# of Pl&y
Klekoff: The bell le kicked off from the offea*
give team*8 tweaty yard llae aad ehould travel at
leaet twenty yard# to%erde oppoaeat*# goal* ualee#
touched by the receiving teem, ia or^er to ooatlaue
la play.
If the ball coee out of boua'e on the klckorf It
muct be kicked again from the came llae. After
e eeeoad out of bound# klokoff, the receiving team
path the ball la play at mldfleld#
Out of hoao # Ball* tAea putting the ball ia play*
after huving gone out of bounds. It should be plan*
ed thirteen yard# la from the eld# llae, opposite
the spot where It went out of bouade*
Down#* A teem h&;# fuur downs to advance the bell
from wherever they receive it to the next zone#
1* Official Football Rules (National Feoeratioa of
5tste High School athletic Associatlon#, Chicago 19$))#
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Ball: la
to c o w a ball earrlef,
oltkar
auat be ^>*1164 from the belt# The ball
earrler la deelored d o w e d at tbat folat* It 1#
Illegal for a ball carrier to deliberately toaeb
üia owe flag# Peaaityi flfteea yard# from j»olmt
of foal aod loB# of 4 o w *
ymmble;
i^ootered fumble mar be adrauped by
either team*
faeeimg: ill player# of the offeuelv# team arm
eligible to reeelve paaeem* i forward yam# may
be t h r o w from amy jpolmt behiud the lime of aorlmmage* A diatlmet lateral paa# abould preeede every
rumalmg play. The pemalty for the failure to lateral
1# five yard# from epot of preeedimg domm aad loe# of
e doum*
Bloeklmgt lime bloeblmg la the aajae a# Im régula*
tlom football* Im opea field blookimg* It 1# llleg^
for the blocker to leave hi# feet. The block ahould
be @ore of a "bamplmg*#or#emlmg" block, with the
blocker retalmlog hla balance. Penalty* fifteem
y@rae.
Player# and Bubatltute#* Any oomblnatlom of player#
for lime or baokfleld may be uaed*
;* A touehdoem count# air pointe. A try for
point after a touehdoem count* one point and may be
made by running or paaalng only* A eafety count#
point#*
Oombatlve#
1* Link Tuaale
Tmo boy* facing each other Interlock right el
bow* and graap oau right hand with left hand*
Attempt to force oppomemt to rcleaae hand by
telatimg, pulling wmd hand jerking* feet may
be moved*
2* Back to Back full
Two boy# atend back to back %nd graap each other*#
h&nda. %atabil#h a goal line wbout tern feet im
front of each boy* fk*ye try to pull each ether
aoroe# the line they are facing#
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boys etsAé ia s &trlùe stsaa f&oiag omeh
o&ber. Plue# right head om ogpoaeat#* forehead*
By puehlag *lth rljg^t hand# atteapt to for##
opi*oaeat to move either foot#
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W I T III
Marohlog mod wara-af Aotlvltle#
1# foralmg Rank» of Two*a and foof'e
While mernhing aroond the gyane&lum In a flank
line, just before the lender none* to the point
you wieh him to turn, glv* the normand, "GOIOM#
Lierr BY TWO«sf Wnen the lender rennhee thin
point, give the eoannnd, "KAROSi"
When
left
rent
they

thin eommmnd 1* given, the firat two turn
end nontinue mnrehing tv» by tv»# à# the
of the nlaaa rennhee the turning point
folio* by t*o*a#

Bee the anme proeedure if
form rank* of four or any
if you ahould deair* more
la beat to have the nine*
whatever nund>er you went,

you wlah the nlaae to
other number, Eovfever,
tban two in @ rank it
first nount off by

furpoae* To maneuver the nlaae into nolumne of
t*o*8 or four** for vnrloua antlvltie* which call
for t in alignment#
2# Open Rank* Through Forward Mnrehing
From ooluaw of front rank*, #1 fane* left and
m&rohe* forward on count 1; #2 face* left on
count 3$ #3 fee*# left on count 5; f4 fane*
left on count 7* Thua a epaoing of two etep*
1* automatically achieved# Oontlnue marching
until command 1* given to halt whereupon all
fan* right end halt. Command* "Open rank* to
the left two stepa dietance, through forward
marching ** March*"
3# Cloeing Bank*
The general rule 1* to close rank* just oppo
site of the way they were opened, using the came
method a* wa* used for opening. Command* "Gloce
rank* to right throiigh forward marching — March*"
Mote* The aimpleet method of opening rank* i* by
entending arm* eldeward and moving to the left un
till flnrera no longer touch neighbor. Command*
"Raiae arm* and extend to left — &»ve%"
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8# CoaditloDlag
1# #o*ao&opp*r
starting poeltiom* 5tria* ataad, haode together,
oloeea to a flat, raised over left ehouider,
Seing arme down foreefuily beteeea lege, bend*^
lag troak forward
Ct, 1
Seing arma np and back over right ahoalder, bend*
lag baoke&rd. . . . . , , , . . . * , Gt* 2
Continue left and right,
farpo&e: Strengthening abdominal mnaelea, baek
and aboaldera,
foimte to streaa*

A free rhytdmi* awing,

2, Oppoeite IPoe Toaek
Starting poaition:

Stride atend, arma eldeward.

Bend forward tonehing left h^nd to right
toe
Ct, 1
Straighten, erma aideward , , . . , , Ct. 2
Bend forward toneh right hand to left
to# . . . .
.................. . . Ct, 3
Straightam, . * . ., . . # , . , . * Gt, 4
Pnrpoae*

Streteha# hamatrlng muaalea,

folnta to Stream*
3,

Keep knee# atraight,

Boeking on Toe#
Starting poaitlon* Benda on hlpa, feet together,
Kaiae heela and lower quickly, one count to th#
movement,
Purpoea*
foot,

Strengthena rnn&iCiem of lower leg and

l'ointe to Stream*

Do not permit jumping,

4, lnil#Upm
Acrk in partner# * #1 lie# down on floor, and
reachem hand# np to #2 who la atraddling him.
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Keep bo4y etlff * b e W
wid pell eelf ap
to e Aao#»lylaa poeitlea* * , . . , , # Gt* 1
Stfalgbteo arm* #o4 lower to floor* # * Gt* 2
Do tble tea ti#w&*
GhüOge posltiooe, ea4 #2 doe# poll^pe#
farpoee: Strea&tbeaa bloepe, forearm, eaterlor
o&oalder ead ebemt aaeelee#
folate to Streeei Be eare the oae eteadlsg doee
sot do eoy pulliog*
G* Belf'^Teetiog Aetleltle#
1* Bploalog i^eel
Bqaet oa the left leg with the rigbt leg erteoded
beekmurde, pleee haode oa floor for eapfort* Gir»
ele rlgbt leg to the right aide# Contimae elrel*
lag leg to the froat et same time ehlft weight
beek to e eqaet meet oa the left heel* Glrole
right leg to the left ehlft both haade (lift head#
#ad replaee lamedletely ae leg peaeem aader)* ee
right leg eirelee erouad towerde left lamp over
leg qalekly with left foot ead eomplete olrele
with right leg la mtertlag poeitloa* Goatlaae
elrellag la thle meaaer*
Polate to 6 tree#* teeralag to ehlft weight la
oppoeltloa to leg movemeat 1# Importeat*
2* Moriooatal Ladder
Bevle# Balte I #ad H *
D* Bhjthmle aetlvltle#
1. Behottleohe Step
Sehottleehe tempo le ea evma 4/4 time doee at e
jeoderete epeed* Keep time by tepplog or be tlag
oa rhythm dram* Progre&a the* to maele of tae
deaee* The eehottleehe ead aoet beele rhythae
ehoald have bee* leered at ea earlier ege. The
etep 1* aeaelly done la ooeblaetioa with hopplag,
welklag, or the two etep#
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wltà
ivft foot, wklk for*#fd
three otep# 4l#ft, right, i#ft) $
* * Gta,
# # @t*
Wop oa t&* l#ft foot* # * * * * *
&#*##%, otoftla* fl&at foot for%a*a #
* # Gt#*
oa th* right foot # * * * * * * » # Gt#

1-1
4
1
1
4

hepoot, alteramtiag left *ad right*
2* aohottiaoh# Goahi^u^tioa
Do two aohottiaoh* atop# forwoN* * * , Ot#*
fo#r ohaag* atop# * , » * * # * * * * , Gt»,
(ohaag* atop la a luich atop, oloae atap
left thaa atap-oio&#*at*p right, aoaat*d
1 #04 *)
Popaat two aaWttiaah# atepa atartlog
laft, ♦ • * * # * • * * » # » * # * # * Gta,
Foor atap hopa forward, * , . # , » , # Gta,

i
ë
9 *16

i •* S
9 *16

Thia ooahioatloo aaf he doa# ioGlTidoaily #o4
with aooplaa,
3, @0*4 to tho lalü# (ëoottlah)
Maaia* Mathodiat Âaaord - #110
Formatioo: Giral# of partaara, %«o oa laaida,
%
plmaoa rii&ht ar* ovar girl's ahooldor, ah*
^rsapa hi# right haod with har loft, ha ^aap«
har right haoa io front with hla laft, (a#r*
aoovi#ooa jgoaitioo).

IKaah paraoa plaaaa laft too ahsad a foot or
#0* , * # # * # $ « * * # # # #
a # « Gt#, 1, 2
# * # Gt, 3
Qtap to right with right foot ,
* » « Gt* 4
Bat fast to&atha* * , * * , , *
fhaa aataad right too «heal aad
oa tha flo@r* * # # * # * # # *

* $ * Gt#, 1, 2
# # # Gt#* )* 4

thaa atap bahiad tha laft foot %ith right,
atop laft with laft ftot, hrih# faet to*
gather, aiAllarlp to ahova, th«m plaoa laft
heal ifo w ahead $ * , * * * # * # * * * 6 ta# 1, Z
aad the* toe beak on floor# . # * , , , Gt#, 1, 4
in alookwlaa <liraatioo aroood the big airaia#
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rart B
Boholtleeha* ForwarA ia clockwise aireotloa
arooaé the big olroie with two eohottleohe etefm
(step, step, atejp*hop, beglaalag with the left
foot]# (M the etey-hof of the eeeona aohottleche
step* the partaers do a hop*"tarm laateed, the mah
turning toward the girl, eh# away from him, (Th#
turn la elookwlae. half way around,) Then they
do a eehottlsohe (atop, step, step, hop-turn)
turning baoh In original dlreot^pn, and end with
a atemp, atamp, stamp In pleee* *
3. Athletle Skill*
1, Center Pas* and Forward Pa*e Combination
Divide elan* Into equad* of about *1% or eight*
Number the #quad* off eonaeeutlvely. #1 line*
up to the ibft or right of the squad at a die*
tanoe of about fifteen feet* 02 step* forward
about three step*, stand* over the ball and
oenters it to #3* When the ball 1* snapped,
#1 run* out for the pas* from 03, Âfter each
pass, rotate position*. Receiver goes to the
end of the line# The "center" play* "receiver",
the "passer" play* "center" and the ne%t in line
become* "passer"*
2. Pleldbail Passing Skill
Arrange class In squad* of *1% to eight in divided
order formation, squad* facing each other about
twenty feet apart* Practice various type* of
passing which may be found In Onlt VII, Basket»
ball Psasing Drills*
F. Games and Relays
1* Boccer (Modified)
Directions in Unit II*
2, Flag Football
Directions in Dnlt II.
3* Black and White
Divide the players Into two teams of equal num»
her and name them "Black" and "White", Draw two
parallel lines three feet apart across the middle

$2
of the playlag apboe
this le aeui i terrl*
tory#
each oo6» thirty or forty ie#t, &r**
e goal llaa# Th# player* llae up beeia# th#
neutral zoho, toeing the lines, the blaeks oa
oae eld# aad the whites oa the other, A disk,
oae side of whieh has heea colored black and
the other white. Is tossed up so that It fall*
la the aeutrml zoae. If the black side eomee
up, the blacks rua beck to their own goal with
the whites la pursuit* *11 who are tagged join
the white side. If the whit* side of the dick
coaec up§ the whltec are chased by the blacks,
A player may tag as many of the opposition a#
possible. The game Is won by the side which se
cures all th* opponents or whichha* the largest
number when play ceases. If there is no leader
the captains take turns la tossing up the disk.
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UNIT ly
A»

and

Aotivltla#

1# Nbeeliag
Wheeling la eo activity dome by a remk of t*o of
more ImdlTldmmlm, Im whloh one end of tme remk
turms Im flee# vhlle the reet of the rank member#
m«rom aroumd him, deeerlblmg a quarter olrele,
half olrole or full elrele# The elmplemt way to
teaoh wheellmg 1* to mumber the ramk member# from
right to left# A ramk of f o w membera 1# eommom*
ly used, thua the ome om the right would be, om#,
the ome om the left, four# Nollowlmg are aome ez-*
ample# of wheelImg u#lmg the quarter wheel or half
wheel#
a# by 4*#, quarter wheel right - Mareh)
#1 pivot Im pl&ee, ^2, #3, #4 walk aroumd #1
im four eoumta, oompletlmg a quarter elrele#
b# by 4*a* quarter wheel left ~ Mareh*
The same a# ezerolae a, exoept that #4 hold#
the pivot# four eoumt##
e# by 4*#, half wheel right - March*
#1 remalm# at pivot while #2, 0 amd #4
march aroumd to the right complet Img a half
circle, eight couat#,
d, by 4*#, half wheel left - March*
f4 hold# the pivot, #1, #2 amd #3 wheel
aroumd #4* eight eoumt#,
e# repeat the acme wheellmg eierclae marchlmg
forward om th# fifth eoumt. kz: by 4*#
quarter wheel left and forward * March*
2# Deep lAOge
From a cloaed atamd, take a large step forward
with left foot Imto a deep lumge poaltlom amd
Immediately do a dlrplmg movement with kmee# for
eight coumto* Them, eztemd right leg forward amd
dip the kmee# for eight coumta, Oomtimue thl#
lumglmg and dipping movememt aroumd the gymmaalum.
B$ 8#lf*Teatlmg Actlvltle#
1# Up Sprlmg

>4
%D##llog position %ith arms
forwaM#
Swing arms downward and backward# Swing arm#
forward rigorously and jnsfi from the knsss to
a standing position#
2# %hss Took
Standing position, arms forward. Swing arms
downward, backward and bend tbs knees ready to
spring. Swing arms forward rigorously, jump
upward, band the knees, and attempt to wrap
arms around knees momentarily#
C* abytbmlo Aetlritle*
1# Reel and Toe Polka
Touch left heel forward , ,. . . . # .
Touch left toe In back^ * ,, . . , ..
Step forward left . , . . ,, , # , . #
Bring right foot to heel of left foot .
Step left forward # . # # . , ........

Ct # 1
, Gt#
. ct#
Ct# 2
ct. 3
ct# "and"
ct# 4

(counts, 3, "and*, 4 are the modified polka
step)#
Repeat same step starting with the heel touch
forward, right.......... .. . # # . Cts, 1 - 4
2. Polka, Skip Oomblnatlon
Two heel and toe polkas as described abore,
stsrtlflg left * * » * » • » , « * , Cts, 9 *16
Repeat, starting right, , . . # . , Cts. 1 -16
3# Hull's Victory^
Music; Honor four Partner xiibum * Ed Durlooher
This dance la usually done with eight couples
but maybe done with from all to twenty*four# The
ladies are on the Caller's left-hand aide and the
Cents on his right. Partners are facing each
other with about *1% feet between lines# Bach
couple Is numbered starting from the Couple near
est the Caller, one to eight or more# In this
fï'Surloeher, Honor Your Partner
Company, 1952) p. 155

(The Devin-^dalr

Comtra th# Odd oouplea do N0$ oroe# over* A#
eaeh Couple progreseee to
the Bead or Footof
the aet they remala out for oae eequeoce of
the daaee# The eouple at
the Bead of theeat
become aa Odd auahered Couple mod the oneat the
Foot aa &vaa aahbered Couple* Odd Couple eie#
cute Celle 1 through 6 %hile Bvea Couple do Call#
1, 2, 3, ? (without Caet Off) aad 6,
a# latroduetioa
ladiee Ourtay, Ceata Bow*
b* Daaee
Celle are given la the firat aeateaoe of
eaoh dlreetloa,
1* Olve right head# to Partaera, left Baade
to Oppoeitee, halaaee four la liae (4 bare)*
Odd Couplea walk to each other* take right
haada* tara ao that the lady is faelag the
Read of the &et aad the Geat the Foot*
left haada are aow takea with the peraoa
aloagslde of each* The four are aow ataadlag la a liae oro&awlee of the Set* Geata
hop oa the left foot aad oroee the right,
Ladiee hop oa the right aad eroaa the left*
Repeat oaae etertlag with the other foot*
2* Tura oppoeitee with left head# (4 bare)#
Retaialag left haada with Opposltea, Part*
aere drop right haada aad tura oaee*
3* Right haade to Partner#, left hand# to
opposltea, balance four in line (4 bar#)*
Partner# take right hand# again and repeat
a# in 1,
4* Bwlng Partners.
Odd Couplea walk to center of the liae and
face each other* Gents take one step to
the left* Walk alongside Partner* The
outside of the right feet ahould touch* The
left feet are about #1% laches to the aide
with the toe of the left in line with the
heel of the right* Take a regular dance arm
position* lean beck away from each other to
obtain leverage* With alight pivot-step
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qa the ball of the right foot, keep ahov*
lag arouad oa the left, ae if oa a eoooter*
5# Down the Center
Odd Coaplee, with Lady oa Partner*a right
aide, walk down the eenter of the eat eevea
etepe aad , , #
6# And baek
Tara aad ooae back to their o w position*
7* Cant Off, right end left
kaeh Odd aambered peraoa peaaee arooad the
baek of the next peraoa below exehaagiag
posit Iona with them, Partaera walk to eaoh
other end take right haada* Paea by each
other dropping haada* Odd aambered Ceata
keep the Brea numbered oae oa their left la
turning to fane the neater of the line while
the Odd numbered Ladle# keep the Brea aum*
bered one# oa their right la turning.
6. Right and left beak
Same aa abore, without Oeat Off, ratura»
lag to new position.
Repeat 1 through 8 until all are baek to orlgl»
aal poeltloa or at the Caller# dlaeretloa. Odd
numbered Couplea are usually ealled AOIIVk
CODPLES aad Brea numbered are INACTIVE.
RRNINDkB* Couples now at the Head and Foot of
the Set stay out oae aaqueoee.
D# Qamee and Relay#
1. Field Ball (modified)
Cemei Played by two team# of elerea players eaoh
oa a fair sized playground, A basketball la pass»
ed from one player to another, Baeh team tries
to get the ball through the opponents* goal and
at the same time tries to prereat the other from
seorlag a goal. A goal made from the field or
from a free throw seores a point*
The Field* The same field that is used for soe»
eer may be used for Field Ball, Diagram Is la
Halt II,
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Teamt Thre# haltbsckg* five
tiNO full»
baeka aja^d e goal keeper# ^«üLlbeeke ehowld aever
go beyoad the center liae* Their job ie defease#
The halfback* job ie partly defense, partly of
feree, The forwards play strictly offeoae aad
should never enter the goal area.
Time*

four quarter# of live minutes each#

Btart of Play* The team who wine the toe# ha#
choice of throwing off or choice of goal#
Team who throw# off line# up behind center of
field and one of their player# throw# the ball
in the defender# area, No player can crone cen
ter line until ball i# thrown, ü** same method
after every score. Side scored against throw#
off#
At beginning of the second half, bell is thrown
by the teem who first received,
At beginning of second and fourth quarters, ball
la taken out of bound# by person who was first
in possession at the point where play wa# stopped,
All players must be five yard# away#
Possession of Ball* When a bell has been caught,
it must be thrown within three seconds.
The bell may be thrown, batted, dribbled, or
juggled in any direction. The ball may be juggled
only once,
Ooal keeper is the only one allowed to run with
the ball and this only in his own area#
Scoring* One point awarded when a team cause#
the ball to go between goal posts and under cross
bar, If a crossbar is not used, ball must be no
higher than the goal can reach.
A score cannot be made directly from a throw-in.
Defender#' Ball Out* If defender# are entitled
to the bail beyond their own goal line, the ^ a l i e
may throw the ball into the field from any place
within hi# goal area, with or without a run#
Attackers' Ball Out: When the attacker# are en
titled to the ball beyond the goal line, one of
them shall t!urow it in while standing at the junc-

§8

tloxi of the
moat remain
thrown*

goal a M aldalioe* Tha defaodara
five yerda away until the ball ia

Free Throw;
For allfoula eommlttedy a fra#
throw ia awarded the foaled team from the violator'e free throw line. Only goalie end fullbaaka
era allowed to guard* If throw la oomplatad, flay
atorta again at eenter* If ineomflata, ball con
tinues in flay*
Foul# and Penalties* Stepping with both feet while
in foeaeaaion of the ball*
Kiohing the ball*
Overguarding ball or holder, pushing or any other
unneoeaaary rou#meae*
Combining a bonnee with a juggle*
Penalty for Âbove; Ball given to neereat oppo
nent on spot of four for an unguarded throw in
any direction*
afea: #hen defenders cogmit a foul ineiue the
goal area, attackers are awarded a free throw,
if goal in made, ball is put in play at center.
When attackers commit a foul inside the goal
area, ball is given to goal keeper for a free
throw from anywhere within the goal area, all
other players at least five yards away. Double
foul in the goal area, constitutes a free throw
for each team toward the opponents* goal from
the free throw line#
Offside; ht start of game, if a player off side
having the throw-off crosses halfway line ahead
of the ball, that player is "offside*. Throw
over with all five yard penalty, Same penalty
if ball is thrown less than five yards into the
opponents* area,
2, Lap Relay
Divide four corners of a race area around the
perimeter of a basketball court or similar
sine field, Divide class into four relay teams
and station them at each corner with the #1
corner on the starting mark at that corner#
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Give the firet runner of eaeh teem e baton or
been beg# Ae the flret runner ooftpletea hie
eiroult of the course# he must hand this oh»
jeot to the next runner before that pereon een
go# The last runner must run once around the
course# come around hie pole end drop the ob«
ject in the center of the gymnaeium before hie
teem is flniahed#
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UNIT V
A, MarqhlAg aad Warm'*ajp Aatlvltle*
1» Review @11 the firat four unite*
B* Goadltioniae Bxereieee
1, Rowing Szereiee
Lying reerweye* Raise to a sitting ^position,
tend kneea, reaeh for* rd with arm* . Ct* 1
Lie down, straighten knees, hands at
side* . . * . . * . . , , *, . * * * Ct, 2
Purpose:

To strengthen the

Point* To atresst
of abdominal mnsole*.

abdominal musoles*

foreeful oontraetion

2* Squat Extension
Bend to a squat stand, hands on floor
Ct. 1
Elok legs backward to a front support Ct, 2
Rbturn to a squat , , , * . . , . , * Ct. 3
Straighten to a stand . , . , * . . » Ct, 4
Purpose: Oeneral conditioning of muscle* of
the hip joint, arms, shoulders, abdomen,
3, Leg Kick Pore-upward
Kick left leg up high in front, knee
straight*
Swing leg down.
.................

Ct « 1
Ct. 2

Continue through count of 8,
Repeat right#
Purpose:
Hip joint suppling, strengthen* flex
or* of hip joint, Stretching of hamstring muscles,
4, Bhoulders and neck strengthening
Either sit or stand, hands behind head, upper
trunk bent forward relaxed.
Raise head, bring elbow* and shoulder*
well back, elevate chest, , * . , , . Ct, 1
Lower forward , . . , . , . . . , . . Ct, 2
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G* 8elf"TeatlBg Adtlvltl#*
1# Moàkày Mark
Graep a wand at the top with both haada, the
other ead ataadlag oa the mat* No% move foot
backward to a aapport»lylag poeltloa aalag the
wead for support# Move haada dowa about half
way to the mat lowering the body aad plaee a
chalk mark oa the mat aa far forward ae poa*»
Ible#
2# Bamea Kaot
Ofoae arme la froat of body aad graep a waad
cheat high, aader ^ I p * Place waad over ahouldere,
work It dowa behlad back to the heela# 5tep over
vaad, ratura to start*
3* Prog Daaee
lower to a aquat seat oa the left heel, right
leg exteaded eldeward# i^lth a juagp change leg
poaltloae to a aquat right, left leg extended
aldeward# Change quickly left aad rifd&t,
4# Bear Daaee
lower to a squat seat oa the left leg, right leg
extended forward# Aith a jump exchaage leg posi
tions, squat right extend left forward. Repeat
coatlauouely,
D* Rhythmic Activities
1* Polka Combination
a# starting with the left foot glide
(gailopT forward . . , . . , . # . 6 Cts#
four polka hopa left aad right # # 8 Cts#
b.

three polka hopa forward* . . # . 6 Cts#
come to @ stop sad stamp feet la
place ulckly ia rhythm three times
2 Cts#

c# four polka hopa forward. . # . # . 6 Cts#
ruBhlag forward. , # # . . » . , . 8 Cts *
(Thle Is a light runalag etep and must
be slowed down to fit the tempo of the
music#)
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2* Wave* of Tory (Irish)
Mtwiq: Methoalat M-lOB
The people on the island of Tory developed thie
after %etohing the oeean#
formation* Longwaye line of oonpleag the men
opposite the women as in a Virginia &eel# A#
they faee head of hall# women ^re at the right
of the mwi4 21% or eight oonple# are nsnally
used* About si% feet separatee one line from
the other* Oonples are paired into sets of
two oouplee numbered 1, 2% 1# 2; all up and
down the line#
a# »VaTee* Holding hands# all of the girls up
and down their lines# and all the men up and
down theirs# two lines advanee toward eaoh
other with three step## raising joined hand#
high into the air on the fourth count# i^alk
backward to place# with four steps# hepeat
ell# 16 counts#
b# Whirlpools* The line# quickly come together
again, and each man ÿl gives right hand across
to girl #2; eaoh man #2 give# hands to girl#
ÿl to form a right hand atar# Walk around in
star formation# 8 counts# shift to left hand#
across and walk around 8 step# back, ending
in line in place* 16 counts*
c. Wave#*

Repeat ae in a*

d, Whirlpools*

Repeat a# in b*

c. Waves sweep out to sea* All face head of the
set* Girl takea right arm of the man who 1#
her partner, and the head couple turn sharp*
ly to the ri^t, promenades down beside th#
girl's line toward the foot, all couple# fol*
lowing behind# Head couple return# to origi
nal place# the others right behind, making a
sharp right turn again before heading up the
set* 16 counts#
f. Whltecapai The couples do an "Hnder and Over"#
First couple face# toward the foot of the line#
joining inside hand#* All other# face toward
that couple and join inside hands with part
ners# Making a single arch with their joined
hands, the second couple move up to the head
position# head couple ducking under and start*

6)
lag toivard the foot* Thla tlae they make
aa &reh over heeds of #)* The motion 1*
over end under, or under and over, ail the
%ey down and up the set* à* the head couple
approaches another couple, thl* couple be
come* active, and with over and under mo
tion, progresses to the head, then to the
foot of the set and back to original posi
tion. %fhem any couple reaches the head or
the foot position, the two drop hands, tura
selves about, join inside hands, and move
back in th* opposite direction* ^11 of thl#
figure done with "over and under" arches#
16 counts.
g* leaves part: % e h w d couple "casts off", the
girl leads down the outside of her line, all
the other girls following; the man leads down
the outside of his line to the foot, àt th#
foot the head couple makes a double arch by
joining (1) go through the erch, (2) return
to place In the line with the second couple
at the heed end head couple remaining at the
foot. Repeat as often as desired# Counts

16#
Games end Belays
1. field Ball, refer to Unit If
2# Progressive Dodge Ball
Playing field marked off in three courts, each
about twenty-five by forty feet.
The class is divided into three teams, each oc
cupying a court. These teams are called Bed,
%^hlte and Blue, ^se a light rubber ball. The
game is played in three periods of three to five
minutes each#
Scores are made by hitting the players of
another team with the ball# The umpire calls
the name of the team whose player is hit and
checks a point against it. Player* stepping
out of the boundary line add a point to their
acore. The team having the lowest score at the
end of the three periods wins.
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A* aooa KB the ball atrikea th* floor or a
player, la that area Bhoold try to get It
before it rolla to another section of the floor
end throw at their opponente» Playera may run
up to the boundary line to throw but may not
etep over it, Player* not having the ball may
run to the far aide of their apaoe and dodge In
any %ay possible to escape being hit*
#hen the firat period ia up, the middle team
changea place* with one of the end teema, and
at the end of the eeoood period thie middle team
change* ^ t h the other end team, ao that each
team play* in the middle court for one period*
A ball going out of bound* la secured by th#
neareat player who muet return it to hi* own
court before it can be thrown againat an oppo
nent*
At the etart of the game end at the beginning of
each period of play, the ball i* given to the
middle team «
), Poieon Pin
formation; divide the cla** Into small circle*
of not more than eight player** Have each group
hold hand* and stand bowling pin* or Indian
club* in the center of the circle ao that there
1* one lea* than the number of player#.
Object of the game is for the group to pull,
push and tug each other over and around the bowl
ing pin* in an effort to force someone to knock
a pin down* When a peraon knock* a pin down he
i* eliminated from the game and one bowling pin
i* taken out* Qontlnue until only two people
and one bowling pin are left,
f. Combative*
1, Knee Wrestle
Opponent* take kneeling position feeing each other
on the mat, place right arm in back of opponents
neck, left arm on his elbow. Attempt to tumble
opponent from kneeling position,
2* Wrist Wrestle
Opponent* stand face to face, grasp hands with
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flager* Interlocked over the head* By bend
ing wrlsta forward attempt to fore# opponent
to hla kneea.
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UKIT 71

1* Efaalog
a, form ia froat of right (or loft) - Maroh*
# • ♦ • • ♦ * * # • • • Cts# 1$ 2, 3$ 4<*
Aastmlag
raaks of
left, j^2
dlreetiy
froat of

the olass is la a ooluma of frost
four, #1 to the right, #4 to the
stsi^s directly la froat of #1, #)
la froat of #2, #4 dlreetly la
^1,

fuTjpose* To ohaage formatloa qulokly from e
ooluma to a flaak liae*
b# form to the left (or right)
#2 step direetly to the left side of the
leader# #3 steps to the left of #2, &4
steps to the left of #3,
Purposed To ehaage qulokly from a flaak liae
to a ooluma of 4*s#
2# Jw p l a g forward with feet together
3# Gallop forward, 8 oouats, left, 8 oouats, right,
(A gallop Is a quick follow step, oae foot lead*
lag the other#)
B# Self-Testlag Activities
1, 81de heel kick from a close staad
Cross right foot la froat of left stepplag to
the left# 8wlag left foot up to the left side,
jump from the right foot attemptlag to click
the heels at the left side sad lead oa the right
foot# Immediately cross left la froat of right,
awl%right leg sidewards aad click heels to the
right#
2, lach Worm
lower to a froat lylag support. Without movlag
heads bring feet forward with short steps keep
ing knees stiff until feet are as close to hands
as poasihle flalshlag la an angle support stand#
Immediately move hands forward with small steps
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uatll body 1$ fully eztended to a froat lylag
8u.f>fort# Oootlauo la thla aanaer#
3* Doer Jamf
Taka two step# forward sad with a double take
off jump straight upward* areh the bsok, bead
the kaees* oirele the arms forward upward aad
baek downward end slap the heel# with the haada.
Lead with feet together, Oouat# ere 1* 2* 3*
4 (laad),
4, Oae Leg Squat
Stead oa right leg arm# sideward left leg extend
forward. Slowly bead right knee and eome to a
squat seat oa right heel, Rise to a stead. Re
peat with left leg*
G, Rhythmio Aotivltie#
1, VarsouTleoae (Put Tour Little foot) (Polish)
Mualo; Methodist Reoord #10?, Deooa #2)060
Mote: There is ao latroduetioa aad daaeer#
must begin at the beglaaiag, oa the first
note,
formation* Gouple# la large elrele, Girl 1#
ia froat of boy aad partially oa hi# right.
Left arms are extended to left side and right
elbows are bent as boy holds girla^ hands,
4s danoers ehaage dlreetloa, girl shifts from
right to left side end arms reverse positions,
Deserlptloai
a. "Put Tour Little foot,"
Raise left foot over aroh of right foot glide
left diagonally forward to left end elose
right foot to left.
b, "Put Tour Little foot."

Repeat a,

e, "Put Tour little fOot,"

Repeat a.

d, "Right there,"
Step on left, turn right and point right toe
to right* As turn Is made, girl shifts to
boy*# left end right arms straighten to aide*
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e, "Put Tour Llttl# foot,"
Bals* right feet over left aroh; slid#
diagonally to r l ^ t and close left to
right,
f, "Put Tour Little foot,"

Eopeat e,

g, "Put Tour Little foot,"

Repeat e,

h, "Right there,"
Step oa right, tura left aad point left foot
to left,
1. Repeat above, a to h,
Qhorue*
a. Starting with left foot diagonally left,
girl take* three step* aeroae la front
of boy and polate her right foot, (left*
rlght-left*polat»rlght.) The boy take*
the B&me step* but doea so almost la
place,
b. Repeat to right.
o. Repeat a,
d. Repeat b.
Repeat entire dance,
D, athletic Skill*
1, Basketball Shooting Drill#
a. Freeze Out
Divide cla** lato equad* of about ten each,
two squad* to the basket. The first boy
shoot* a long ahot and follows up with a
short shot. The boy followlag must make
the same shot or better the one the first
boy made. If he falls, he 1* "frozen out",
eliminated from the game, Should the first
boy make a short shot only, and the second
boy miss the short but make the long, he Is
still la the game. The third boy in line
must then make the long shot. If a boy
makes a long aad a short, the one following
him must do the same.
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b,
M o b boy la tara ehoot# a long ahot from be*
hl&d a aoratoh llae* Eo follows the ahot,
recover* the ball, aad takea a oae haad #t#pla ahot, The loag ahot eouata two, the short
eouata one* The firat boy to score twenty*
one pointa la the winner*
e* Horae
The firat boy In line tries any tyjpe ahot he
wishes from any jposltlon on the floor* If
he suceeeds, the boy following mnst make th#
name ahot from the aame spot* If he falls to
do this. It Is a "horse** on him# *heo s boy
has three "horses" he Is ont of the #ame#
When 8 boy mieses a shot, the one following
may try anything he wishes*
H* Games and Belays
1* Steal the Bason
Formation* Two teams of equal number faee essh
other acro&s a play space about forty feet wide*
Eaoh team Is numbered off consecutively.
Place an Indian olub, bowling pin, or been bag
in the center of the ares* The leader calls a
number, thereupon the person corresponding to
that number from each team tries to "steal the
bacon", and return to any boundary line before
being tagged by his opponent, Should he sue*
eeed, his team gets two points, Should he be
tagged, the tagger's team gets one point,
2, Club Guard
Formation: À circle about twenty feet la diame
ter, In the center, place an Indian club and
draw a small circle, four feet In diameter around
it*
One person Is chosen to guard the pin, j^ll the
others take positions around the larger circle
end take turns throwing a ball at the pin in an
attempt to knock it down. %ie guard tries to
prevent this by blocking the ball with feet or
legs only.
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Rules: Players throwing muet stay outside the
large olrele. The guard muat aot step into the
small, but he oaa maneuver anywhere around that
circle. The guard must protect the club only
with his lower extremltlee.
If a circle player hits the pin fairly, he and
the guard change places.
Stick and Ball Relay
Formation:

Belay teams of ei% or eight players*

First person on each team is supplied with a
stick end a volleyball. The stick is held at
one end with the other end in contact with the
ball. In this manner, the ball is guided along
the floor as the player runs to a turning line
and back again, whereupon he stops the ball with
the stick and hands the stick to the nezt runner,
at no time is the hand allowed to come in contact
with the ball.
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miT v u
A* Marehiog aa4 %arm-up Aotlvltle*
1, Review Baits 17 aa& VI,
B» 8elf-Testiag Activities
1, The Camel Ralk
#1 stead ia froat of ^2« #1 flaee haads oa the
floor while #2 wraps fl*s feet tight around his
waist* #2 head forward @ad plaee heads oa floor,
#1 moves head aad shoulders between #2*s legs
end holds tight around his thighs* #2 walks
oerryiag fl.
Positions can be reversed by simply rolling side*
ward* bringing #1 oa top aad #2 under,
2, The Blephaat Balk
^1 end #2 face each other, #1 rasp #2 at the
hips, #2 jumps up aad looks his legs erouad #1
above the hips. He then drops backward aad works
head, shoulders and arms between the legs of #1,
grasps #1 by the heels* yl drops forward on the
hands, #2 straightens out arms, lifts head and
ohest high* #1 walks forward,
3, Wand Jump
Hold a wand ia froat about hip high* lunp
straight upward tuokiag the knees to the ohest,
quiokly awing wand underneath aad finish in a
stand with wand ia back* Can alao be done jump
ing backward over wand*
4, Jump Over the Stick
Place a wand oa the floor parallel to and direct
ly in froat of toes, grasp toes with hands, now
attempt to jump over %aad witnout letting go of
the toes*
C, Rhythmic Activities
%
1. Southern Appalachian Square Dancer

% p. 257
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81% to Blateea Couple# make @ good group but
there must always be *a eve* aumber of Couples#
a# For* A Rlag
b# Count Off
Gountereiookwlse by oouples.
0* All Clrele To the Left
@ bars#
d# Now All Return
8 bars,
e# Promenade Ail
Walk oounterelookwiee la promenade position
one# around the set to own position#
f* Odd Couple* Out and Clrele Up Pour#
Odd Couples fee# oounterelookwiee, even Couples
olookwlse, Clrele to the left, three steps
then olrele to the right three steps, 2 bars,
g# Right Heads Over
All olasp right hands la the center end walk
to the left three steps, 2 bars,
h. Left Hands Back
All drop right hands, turn, take left hands la
the center and walk back to place, 2 bars.
1, Swing Your C b me r Lady
Corners face# Gent take* one step to the left#
Walks alongside corner* The outsides of the
right feet are touching. The left feet are
about all Inches to the side with the toe of
the left foot in line with the heel of the
right. Take a regular dance arm position.
Lean back sway from each other to obtain lever
age* With a slight plvot-step on the ball of
the right foot keep shoving around on the left,
as If on a scooter, 4 bars.
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j* No* 8wi&g Yoor 0 *0
Partner* faoe, a* In 1, 4 bars,
k. On Yon üro
Bv*a numbered Gonple# mark time in their
original flaoee* All Odd numbered Couple*
pa** between Bven Couple* to the next Been
Couple, 4 bare#
1. Turn The Bing
Bend* joined with that of Bven Couple* the
Odd Couple duek between the Bren Couple
turning the circle wrong *lde out» They
then circle eounterolockwiee* ë bare*
m* Swing Your Comer lady
A* In 1, 4 bar*»
n* Now Your Own
Partner* face, a* In 1, 4 bare#
o. On You Co
A* In k, 4 bar*.
p. Pour leaf Clover
Starting a* a circle of four, the Odd Couple*
duck between the Even Couple*, turning away
from each other. This cauee* them to pane
their clasped hand* over their own heed*,
finishing with each dancer** hand* croeeed
in front of him, Thl* forme the "Clover
leaf" which 1* broken when. *
4 bar*.
q. Odd Couple* *rch and Even* Under
The Even Couple* move under the crossed hand*
and between the Odd Couple*, re-forming the
original circle of four. Never let go of
the clasped hand* during this figure, 4 bars.
D. Game* and Relay*
1# Ghost Ball
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Divide elae* ia two teams of equal Bomber* Pleee
one team la e@oh half of tàe playlog field, 8ele*t
three flayer* from eaeb team to play the three
booBdary lloee of the oppoalog team. These three
boundary pleyere are the "ghoete" end retrieve emy
ball that goes out of bounde*
Objeet of the game* For team one to hit player*
of teem two with a beeketball (soooer or volley*
ball) and vlae veree* For playera to dodge the
ball or try to oateh it and throw It beak attempt
ing to hit player* on the other team*
Start; One player from eaoh team eome* to midfield and jump for the ball a* In basketball*
Bulea;
a*
b,

Ball

must bet&rown below the

ohest,

When a player Is hit, he goes to the boundary
line of the opposite team and becomes a "ghost",

c, A player who attempt* to catch the ball and
drops It Is considered hit,
d* Players may not run or walk with the ball.
they do, the ball goes to the other team,
e.

If

Only playersIn the field may be hit, J&oundary
line player* retrieve any bell that goes out of
bounds end may throw at the opposing team,

f$ The team that ha* the most player* in the field
at the end of a certain time period is the win
ner, You may also play until only one player
1* left,
2* Circle Chse#
Formation; Closed circle facing Inward, counted
off by four**,
The leader calls any number from one to four. &11
players bearing the number step back and run around
the circle, each runner attempting to tag the play
er In front of him, Eunners tagged are eliminated
end withdrawn, Bunner* who tag a player continue
around the circle attempting to teg another, Bunners who are not eliminated upon arriving at the
starting point step Into It, Another number 1*
called, those player* run as before. Continue
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t&la ootll all aomüer# have heea called, No*
If any have beea eliminated, have the elaee again
eonnt off by four*e. Call eaoh number a* before,
those eliminated withdrawing, Thome remaining
are the winners.
Variation* Bave the players run two, three or
four time# around the olrele, or have the players
oount off by three*a, five** or sli'e,
3, Human Hurdle Belay
Arrange elas* in eirolea of eight to ten players.
Have each eirole sit on the floor with feet point
ing outward from the neater, Rake the olrele#
about ten feet inside diameter* Bave eaoh player
in the circle number off consecutively from one
to tea*
At the starting signal, in each circle, #1 stand#
up, runs to the right around the circle, jumping
over eaoh pair of legs as he goes around. A# soon
as he site down, #2 starts and then #3, #4, etc,
A# soon as #10 ha# run end sat down, the team is
finished* The game may also be played by having
each person In order get up and run a# soon as
the preceding one ha# jumped over him,
E. Combative#
1, Crane fight
Opponents stand on right foot and grasp right
hands. By pushing, pulling and jerking attempt
to force opponent to lower foot to the floor.
2, Hand areatle
Opponent# stand facing each other in a stride
stand grasping right hands. By pulling and
pushing attempt to force opponent to move either
foot,
3* Crab Fight
Opponents assume the crab walk position, left
sides toward each other. By using hips only,
attempt to butt opponents off balance*
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UHIT T i n
A. Mershlag aad w&rm-Qp Aotlvltle*
i, Alteraate walking end running about three or
four laps around the gymnasium,
B, Conditioning Eaerolses
1, Bevle* i&nlt I*
0, Self-Testing Activities
1, Hand Stand Against the Wall
Place handa about twelve Inches away from well,
kick foot upward until body is extended upward
and feet touch the wall*
Points to Stress: Arms must be stiff, head
held back* Think of extending body upward when
In the Inverted position and arch the back# One
boy should assist each person trying the stand
by catching his feet and helping to steady him*
2» Knee Shoulder Balance
#1 assume position lying on back with knee#
bent, feet flat. #2 place hands on knees of
#1 and lean forward, resting shoulder# in hands
of #1, #2 kick feet up to an inverted position
arch back, point toes, and stretch, head back*
Points to Btress* Be sure one or two people
assist in order to avoid accidents# Bottom boy
should hold arms firm# Top boy starts with arms
bent end gradually straightens them# Oenter of
balance should be directly over bottom boy*s
shoulders,
3# forward Boll In the following Variation#
a* simple roll from a squat stand to a squat
stand.
b# from a croGs stand to a crocs stand,
c, from a straddle stand to e straddle stand*
d# with arms extended out to the side*
e, holding the toes.
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foiata
cheat,
top of
tloh*

to 8tr$*a; Tuok the ohia agalaat th#
roll oa the back of the aeek, act the
the he*a. Keep boay Im a t&oked poalRoll quickly*

D, Bhythmle Aetlvltiea
1* The Waltz
Kuala; 3/4 Time
a* Teeehlag Procedure* Claas la opea order forma«
tlon. Glide the left foot forward . , Gt* 1
811de the right foot sideward right, # Gt. 2
Close left to right, rlcl&g slightly
oa the toea, * , . , . . . . . , * * * Ot# 3
Repeat, alidiog right foot backward* * Ot* 1
Slide left foot sideward . , . . , , * Ot, 2
Slide right foot to left aod close * . Gt* 3
Coatiaue, the step thua forming a square*
This la known aa the bo% waltz and la probably
the easiest way of teaching the sequence of
the waltz step*
Analysis; The Waltz la beet counted in a
smooth rhythm *
count#

step
1

slide by —
2

close
3

2. At the Inn "To The Crown" (German)
Music; Methodist Record N113
This is set to the music of a German folk song
about Catherine*# wedding at the jolly Inn To
The Grown*
formation; Couples in a double circle, men in*
aide, girls outside,
Action; Introduction * Partner# join hands*
Man leads girl to stand opposite him and both
bow*
a. Partner# clap own hands, ol&p Ivft on left,
right on right, then both hands across (one
measure each) with quite a flourish* Then
they join both hands across and move around
each other with four waltzes (step forward
on count 1, and take two steps in place,
for each waltz measure, then step off on
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o&poeit# foot, tak# two atop# ia pleoo, eta.)
Repeat olapplog aad turaiag.
b. Waltz ?orward. They join right haada aad ah*
turaa with foiir waltz ateps uader hla right arm
both moTlag forward aroood the big oirola oo*mter"
clookwiae, (She turoa olookwiae*T He takea foor
small waltz atepa forward while aha ia turolog.
Waltz* They do a waltz tara aa ia a#, to four
waltz meaaorea# Repeat waltz forward aad waltz
tara*
0 * Both joia ioaer haada aad, while doiog the
waltz atep above, ewiog them forward (firat
meaaure) aad backward (aeooad meaaore), thea
awlag them forward agaia, lettiag go aad com
plet log the tura, he cooaterclockwiae and ahe
clookwiee, away from each other ( 2 meaeurea)*
Joia haade to do thi* agaia three a^r* time**
Music repeats aad so doe* actioa "e". To make
this one progressive* Mam moves ahead (as
music repeats) to the aezt girl aad repeats ac
tioa with her*
B. Athletic Skill*
1. Basketball Passiog Drills
a* Ohest Pass* Bold the bell ia both haads, fin
gers well spread* Brlog ball up ia froat of
the chest allowiog it to roll toward the fla
ger tips* Throw the ball with a forward soap
of the wrist* aad aa ezteasioa of the arm*,
at the same time step forward with either left
or right foot* The push comes from the floger
tips; the snap from the wrist, the followthrough from the arms, legs, aad ezteasioa of
the fingers* This is a fast short pass; use
it at short distances#
b# Overhead: Bold the ball ia both haMs, go
through the same motion as in the chest pass,
but the ball is brought up over the head in
stead of to the chest* Bring the shoulder*
and upper arm hard into the throw# Stepjbrward on the throw, or combine the throw with
a jusp* To be used for a longer pass over a
close guarding oppoaemt*
a# Baseball Pass* Bold ball in one hand and throw
just like a baseball. Por smell hands, cup the
bell la the wrist* Bee for very long passes*
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a, Booaee Paaêi May be doae oa# head or two* It
i* a feet lo* boaao# and aboald be reoelved aboat walet bigb*
Suggeatloaa* For all the above paaalng drill*#
aae aqaada of front ranks faoing eaoh other aboat
twenty feet apart*
Ga*e* and Relay*
1, Qaptain Baaketball
field* Àny al*e field# depending on number of play*»
era, divided into two eq*ial parte by a oenter line,
for a regulation game the field ahoald be a banket"
ball ooart* Ten playOra form a regulation team.
They are divided into four baaamen, one oaptain
baeeman, end four guard* and one oaptain guaird# Ar"
range player* and mark field a* diagrammed* The
baaea are two feet aquare, or three feet in diameter,

1 0

1 fm

iQ

Objeet: To get the ball auooeasively into the
hand* of two or more baaamen of the name aide, then
pee* it to the oaptain who may take one shot at the
banket*
Time* The game i* played in two ten minute halve*.
In oaae of a tie, entra five minute period* muat be
played until the tie i* broken. At the end of the
first half, the team* ohange aide* of the field*
At the beginning of the game, after eaoh scoring
play, and after eaoh euoeeaeful free throw, the
referee toaee* the ball up in the center for a
jump ball between two guard** After eaoh euooeee*
ful run of points, ohange jumper**
A aeore i* made when the ball paaee* from a baaeman to another baeeman of the seme team* A number
of rebound* from floor or players during pasBage
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of the hall doe# aot invalidate the throw, nor
do#B rolling* The ball may be pasaed in any way
whataoever#
In order to aoore, no baeeman may handle the ball
more than onee during a play. When two opjpoeing
players get poeaeaeion of the ball at the earn#
time it is given to the guard.
Scoring;
a. If a baeeman gete the ball from a baeeman on
the aame aide of the court, the play count#
one point,
b. If a baeeman on one side of the court get#
the ball from one of his baeeman on the other
side of the court, the play oount# two point#*
c. If a captain gets the ball from a baseman on
the same team, the play counts two pointa,
d* If the ball successively gets into the hand#
of four different playera by crossing the
court three time#, and then get# to the cap
tain baeeman, the play count# eight point#*
This is the highest score possible in one
play,
e# If the ball successively get# into the hand#
of two different basemen on the same aide of
the court and the captain baseman, the play
count# three points.
f, ^fter the captain baseman gets the ball from
a baseman of the same team, he may shoot at
the basket. If he makes It two points are
Bcored* The ball then la tossed up in the
center to start a new play*
g. If a guard first throws the ball to his cap
tain, there is no score made. In such a
case however, the captain may start a scoring
play. Highest possible score by this is seven,
Fouls;
a,

baseman must always have one foot on the
base. Failure to do so constitute# a foul.
This permits the basemen to jump up for the
ball providing he lands in the base.
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b* GuarüB mu8t aot step oa th* baae or on the
territory of the oppoaeata.
0* Toaohlog the ball while it Is la the haah#
of an opponent.
a. Tonohlng the ball while It ia going up when
toeaed up for a jump ball,
e. jidvenolng the ball by one player. Ihla meana
no dribbling, running or walking while the
ball la la the handa,
f. Dnaeeeaaary roughness.
g. Delaying the game by holding the ball. Whan
a player la in poaaeaalon of the ball, he
muat releaae it by the time the referee oounta
ten aeeonda.
Penalties;
a, Ball ia given to the oaptain baseman for a
free throw. If auooesaful, one point is
aoored and play starts with a jump ball. If
unsuooessfttl, play continues.
b, In a free throw, the captain must not be
Interfered with by his guard* Throw cannot
be made till the referee blows hla whistle.
0. In case of a foul by a guard during a aeoring play, the free throw la not given till
the scoring play is over,
d. If the timekeeper's whistle blows before a
free throw has started, the free throw and
any ensuing fouls must be played out.
2. A Dozen Ways Of Getting There
Divide class into relay teams. Each player on
each team la told in what manner he Is to go to
the turning line and back again. Use such things
hopping on one foot, running backward, skipping
sidei'mrd, jumping with feet together, running on
all four's, the gallop step, chain step, polka
hop, etc.
3» Basketball Dribbling Relays
The first player oh each relay team la given a

ag
baeketball# Be mwst
dribbling the bell te
e toralhg line end back egelh, as he eroseee hi#
etartihg line he hand* the ball to the ae%t runner*
Continue in thin manner*
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m i T 1%
A, Marching and
The Duok Walk
riaae the hands on hlpa, lower to a fall squat
position and walk#
2# The Bear Walk
Assume an angle support stand keeping knee# a#
stiff as poselhle# Walk forward on all four's#
3# The Seal Crawl
Bave Ola88 spread out so that there Is about
three large steps between eaoh person# Assume
a support lying position, walk forward on hands
only, dragging the feet#
B# Belf-Testing Aotlvltlae
1# Baokward Boll
a# from a squat stand to a squat stand
b. from a squat stand to a momentary head or
hand stand
0, from an ereet stand, fall bask to a seat
and Immediately roll baekward to a stand
2« forearm Head Stand
Do this against the wall*
Starting Position: Kneel on ri.ht knee, left
leg extended baekward, support on the forearm,
and fore part of head*
Klek left leg upward, followed Immediately by
right to an Inverted stand. Support on head
and arms and areh the bask#
3* Head Stand
Steps In Prooedure;
a# frog Balanoe
Squat down with hands flat on the floor,
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elbows inel^e of anû preseed ageiaet the kaeea,
Leaa forward alowly# traaeferrlag the weight of
the body omto the haada aad elbows, oatll the
feet awlag clear of the floor* Keep head well
up aad polat toee backward* 4a addltloaal atuat
may be performed by leaalog forward, touchlog
the head to the floor, thua forming a tripod*
b. Frog Head Gtaad,
From a frog balaace tip forward until the head
touches the mat* Be sure that the head la beat
backward aad point of coatact with the mat la
at the hair liae,
0 , From a frog head ataad, raise kaees off the el
bows, stralghtea back but keep knees beat and
together*
d. Straighten body to an erect position*
Suggestions; Draw three marks on the mat forming
a triangle for eaoh child* Two sides for the hands
and one for the head* Progress Is slow, be sure
that each atep Is learned thoroughly before moving
to the ne%t* The assistant should stand on the
side, not in beck of the person performing* He
should grasp the ankle with one hand and place the
other hand at the hips to help balance* %hen the
child is able to straighten to an erect position
he should then stretch upward, eitendlng the toes
and knees and hips to the fullest. This 1* im
portant In maintaining balance and Improves the
appearance of the finished head stand#
4* Head Stand, Roll Forward to a Stand
From the head stand position, bend hips, tuck the
head chin to chest, round the back, push off
slightly with hands and roll*
Oomblnatlon Bxerclse: Forward roll, head stand,
roll forward to a stand with legs crossed, turn
and finish with backward roll to a stand*
Suggestions:
a* For tumbling from now on, arrange your class
In squads depending on ability* For example:
those that cannot do forward and backward
rolls with variations In the lowest squad;
those who can do rolls, but cannot do a satis-
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faotory head ataad without aaalBtaaae ia th#
aaaoad aquad; tho&a who oaa do folia a M head
stea&B, la the adveaoad aguad#
b, Tfala aevaral larger and reliable ohlldrea to
aet ea squad leaders aad to assist with the
tumbllhg*
G* Rhythml* *etlvitl##
1. The Rye Walt#
Musle* Deooa Reeord

lapcrlel Beeord #1044

Fart I
Social danee ^oeltloa. Maa starts left, lady
starts right. All dir&etloas are give* for the
mea. Touch left toe to the side, (l, aad); touch
left toe to the rear* (2, ead); Bopeat, (),4)
..........
Meee. 1
Slide to the left and eloa# , . . . # Meas. 2
Repeat all to the right * * . , « . . Meas, 3 and 4
Part II
delta tura la eoelal deaoe position , Meas. 2
D. Athletic Shill#
1. Basketball Shooting Drills
a. Olrele Drill
To develop short shot skill, first boy dribbles
la from the aide aad shoots a lay*up shot thea
ooatiaues arouad to the ead of the liae, Next
boy oomes la oa rua, retrieves the ball, aad
shoots, rest of squad follows ia order, Prac*
tlce from right to left,
b* Two liae Drill
Arraage class la tv*o squads facing basket, lined
up one behind the other oa oppoalte eldes of the
court aad outelde the free throw circle. Lead
boy oa right dribbles la aad shoots, continuing
to the ead of left line, first boy la left liae
rune la aad retrieves the ball, passing it to
boy #2 coming from the right. Passer joins lias
oa the right, ead drill continues, work this
also from both aides. Try aot to let ball touch
floor at any time once the drill is started.
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c. Maa-Ia*The~Bol#
#1 is Btatloaed under the bamket* The rest of
aquad la lined up outaide the free thro* olr*
ele, to the right of the basket, aad ooaated
off ooaaeeutlvely, #1 paeeee the ball to #2
aa he breaks for the beaket* #2 ahoota aad
eoatiaaea ia uader the basket and moves out
to the left* #1 retrieves the shot aad before
ruaniag to the ead of the liae, passes the bail
to #2* 6^3 breaks for the basket as #2 passes
to him* The drill ooatiaues ia this order*
ï^ork this drill from all dlffereat eagles of
the court#
k* Games aad Relays
1* Captain Basketball
2, Bor Basketball
arrange elass la two teams arouad the boundary
lines of the basketball oourt* Choose four or
five players from eaoh team to play a regular game
of basketball la the oourt, (For girls, use ai%
players to a side, divide the field into two oourts,
and allow no dribbling,)
Buies*
a. all rules of basketball apply, ezoept out of
bounds*
b, ball must be played to a linesman before a
basket san be made,
0 * liaesman msy latereept the ball providing he
can do &o sad still keep both feet outside the
oourt.
d* linesman may not shoot*
e, ia ease of held ball between linesman and
floor player two floor players jump,
f* there is oo out of bounds oa the sidelines,
g, after a basket is seored, rotate players,
sending five sideline players in to replaee
the field players.
h, after snore, start game with a oenter jump.
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Oaptaia Dodge Ball
Arrange two teama on the dodge ball olrele.^
Object of the Oame* For playera of team one to
try to bit the oaptain of team two ^Ith a ball*
For the players of team two to guard the captain
of tbelr team by stopping the ball, batting It,
kicking it, or catching and throwl^ It*
Whenever the oaptain Is hit, two of his guard#
ere eliminated* This continues until only two
guards are remaining* The two guards are al^
lowed to run anywhere in the large circle and
dodge the ball*
Play against time* The Captain remaining In
longest la the winner*
4* Hiaman Burden Belay
Arrange boys Into relay teams and divide them
Into partners numbered 1 and 2, #1 carries
i^2 piggyback to a turning line, where they
change positions and #2 carries #1 back to the
starting line, touching off the second couple#
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UNIT I
Bevi#w of the flret oiae lessons with special emphasis
on th* self-testing activities, athletic skills, folk
denoes and games# '
À# Game#
1# Nine Court Basketball
This is an excellent form of basketball for mix
ed groups as large as thirty-six players# For
girls. It la recommended In preference to two
court or three court basketball since It 1* not
as strenuous#
Playing Field* Divide basketball oourt Into
nine squares of equal alxe and number each
square from one to nine#
Formation* Have class oount off In groups of one
to nine# They take positions In courts corres
ponding to their numbers#
Playing Time: Two ten minute halves with five
minute rest between halves#
Scoring* Only the forwards in the three end
courts may shoot# à field goal counts two, a
free throw, one point*
Players rotate after each goal Is made# Ones
Into court t w ; two^s Into court three; — —
nines Into court one*
Rules*
a, ball ia put into pley with a center jump at
the beginning of the g&me and after every
successful goal#
b* jump ball - efter a tie ball, and after a
double line violation,
c# out of bounds - if a ball goes out of bounds
it is given to the opponent who last touched
it, to be thrown In from outside the court.
d. line violation - touching the groun in bounds
beyond the field division lines with any part
of the body#
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1, If made by player of the team la poeeeaaloa
of the ball, the ball la glvea to aeareat
ooa^etltar who la allowed aa uaguarded throw.
The player oaaaot shoot for the basket*
2* If Tlolatloa la made by the tee* aot la
poaaeseloa of the ball, the player who he*
the bell keeps It aad la ellowed aa aaguarded
throw,
3* If two oppoaeats go over the liae at the awee
time, jtu%) ball*
4# foal liae * whea taklag free throw, player
shall aot step over foal liae* Peaalty » If
goal Is made it doe# aot ooaat, aad whether
made or missed, Is followed by a oeater jamp*
During the free throw, opponent awist be be
hind the free throw line, Shoald he overstep
foal line, thrower gets another try if goal
la missed,
e, guarding - all guarding mast be done la a verti
cal plane; player shall not guard over opponent
or ball; pl&yer shall aot guard arouad opponent.
Penalty - free throw for team fouled against*
f* teohaleal fouls - five teohnloals disqualify a
player*
1* Failure to throw the ball within three
seconds after It 1* caught,
2 * Double Dribble. In this definition, "double
dribble" refers to more than one bounce,
Slaee most play Is la a very small area,
dribbling is not allowed*

3* Buanlng with the ball*
4* Kicking the ball*
Penalty - free throw for the aide aot committing
the foul*
g* personal fouls - three personal foul* disqualify*
1* Molding, blocking, kicking, pushing, tripping,
2. Dnneeessary roughness*
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Penalty - free throw for aide fouled ageiagt#
If la t&e aet of s&ootlag, two free throw* are
awarded,
Botei Oae of the eeoter forward* ia court #2
or #6 try ell free throw*, regardlea* who we#
fouled,
Suggeatloas:
a, keep your eye oa the ball,
b, when you ere a guard, stay close to your oppo
nent»
e, when you are a forward, keep away from your
opponent,
d, when a player on the oppoelte team la another
court haa the ball, atlck close to your oppo
nent* When one of your team-matea In another
court has the bail, try to stay away from your
opponent,
e. make short quick passe#.
f. pea* the ball through the outer courts ae much
a* possible,
g, mixed team* of boys end girl* may be used, if
the boys play in square by themeelre* and all
are matched according to height and weight of
player*.
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n
A, Marohlag aaa

1# Ranging#
2* Skipping ^*ltk

Torn

Skip forward @1% atepa on the seventh end eighth
nonntn oomplet# e full torn with two ekipping
atep#*
B. Self*Te#tlag Aetivltiw#
1# forearm Stand
firat teaoh forearm head atand a# preaeated in
Unit 1%, In thie atunt the head la not permitted
to toueh the mat*
2* Cartwheel
from a wide atrlde position on the mat bend
direet to the right* place right hand on the mat
immediately awing both lega upward* awing left
arm around ao that body la forward on both hand#
in an inverted position* Leg olrele# around and
over until left foot touches mat* % e n push off
with both hand# and finish standing on both feet*
fointa to Stress*
a* Do not be too concerned about perfect form at
first# It ia more important that the pupil
get the feeling of swinging the legs around.
rather than up and over*
b* Hands and feet must contact th# mat in pro*»
per sequence » right hand, left hand, left
foot, right foot*
c* It ia sometimes helpful to make a mark on the
mat with chalk to be used as a point of con
centration* If the pupil is taught to keep
his eye fixed on this spot he ia not apt to
fall over and lose hia balance*
3* Knee Shoulder Spring
Perform the knee shoulder balance as in Hnit VIII,
After this is learned approach the boy on the mat
with a short running start, place hands on his
knees allowing shoulders to drop into hla hands
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and kl*k feat upward aad over to a ataad.
folata to 5treaax Body muat t# arohed, head
muat be tuoked la aa the flip la made, the bottom
boy should Give a thruat with hla arma to help
th* top boy over* The boy aaalatlag ahould olaap
the top boy by the upper arm with left head aad
place hla right head oa the ameil of the back to
give added supports
4* Straddle Kouat
Two boya eleap right hoada aad left heade la a
oroa* grip, ^2 ataadlag bealde #1* #1 bead#
kaeee, j;^2 plaeee hla r l # t foot oa the beat
right thigh of #1* awlaga the left foot up, aad
lead# a*atreddle the aeek of #1.
folate to Streaet Stay oloae to eeeh other.
Bottom boy must remain la a oroueh with upper
traak erect.
CU Bhythmle Activities
1. A Trip to Helalakl
Music: Methodlat Record #M106
Pormatloa* 9p to el% couple# la e act la "Tlrglaia Reel* formation loagwey# with girl# oa oae
aide, mea oa the other ebout twelve step# apart.
Number# la pareathealg Indicate time# music play#
for particular part.
Action:

(1)
a. Forward aad Beck: Mea jola hand# la line, girl#
join head# la line. Liae# run forward toward
eaoh other with #1% email ruaalag atep# aad
cl% back to place# 4 measure#»
Repeat @11#

(1)

b. Mualc play# oae measure a# ell stand still.
Oa second measure @11 take oae step to left
sad bow# Music plays third measure ead all
stead a t m .
Oa fourth measure all tura to
face froat aad place both head# oa shoulder#
of person steading la froat of them to form
their *trala* for Trip to Belslakl.

9)
JLead per son plaaea both h a M e oa hlpe*

(1)

0* The two lines oaet off, ladles turning to
right, men to left, as they run do%n the out
side of the set leading the two lines behind
them. When they reaoh the foot of the set
they oome baek to plaee, and finally faee
partners across the set as In the beginning.
This figure 1* called Trip to Helsinki,
(3)
d# Thread the Heedle: Girls jola hands, men
join hands* ?trat girl and firat man In
each set goes under arch formed by second
and third person In their omn line, Th#
persons forming the crch turn under their
arms ao that they can follow the leader as
he proceeds down the whole line, going un
der the arches formed by eaoh succeeding
person, Bach leader leads his line back
to the head each tine. When the leaders
reach the bottom of the set, they lead the
lines back to the original places, facing each
other for the chorus*
(1>
e. Do the welting, bowing, waiting, turning front
end Train to Helsinki*

(2)
f . Over end Ghderx "simultaneous weaving". Odd
couples face *en couples down the set, hold
ing Inside hands. Odd couples make an arch
as even couples pass under# Then odd oouples
go under arch made by even oouples, Oouples
progress In this manner up and down the set,
dropping hands, turning around and rejoining
opposite hands when they reach the head or
foot of the set to come back to piece,

(1)
g. Do the welting, bowing, vmltlng, turning front
and,

(1)
h* teke the trip as above*
D« Games and Belays
1* Nine Court Basketball,
Directions in Unit %*
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2* Leaf frog Relay
This la a almyle game of leep frog done la the
nature of a relay raoe* Divide elaee Into any
nuaher of teama iKith an even number of player#
on eaoh team* %aoh team number# from front to
rear* #1 take# a atraddle angle position, ahout three etep# in front of #2# At th# "Oo"
signal, #2 vaults over #1 by placing the hand#
oa the beak and straddling legs* Be then move#
forward about three steps# assume# the straddle
angle position, while y) vaults over #1 and y2.
Continue in this manner, y4 and all the rest of
the team following in eonseoutlve order# When
the last one ha# vaulted over #1, #1 start# a*
gain and after he he# gone over the entire line,
he stop# at the far end of the gymnasium* Each
in turn doe# the same and the ran# i# over when
they have all progressed to the opposite end and
lined up in reverse order,
3* Open Rank Relay
formation* Open ranks with team# numbered off
frcwa front to rear*
At the starting signal, the first player in eaoh
rank turn# left about aad run# to the rear to the
line by signagging in aad out, eaolrole# the last
player on hie team, then run# beok to plsoe, out*
ing in and out* A# soon a# he is in his pl&oe,
y2 etart# baekward, runs to the rear, zigsagging
all the way to the rear, eneirole# the rear play
er and finishes in his plane* Then y3 player
start# baekward and oontlnues a# before* Be sure
all players go all the way to the rear, eneiroling
the player in the rear and then go all the way to
the front and enoirole the player in the front be
fore returning to plane.
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USIT III
a# Marching and Warm^u# activities
1, Midget Walk
Bend knees to a heif squat position#
forward.

Walk

Points to Stress; Keep body erect from hip
to head# Take small steps. The feeling should
be as though walking away from a chair without
straightening up*
2# OToss Stride Jumping
With hands on hips jump to a side stand

ct#
ct#
ct#
ct.

1

2

3
4

Do this continually moving forward,
B. Self-Testing Activities
1, Tumbling Combinations
The following are exercises involving a series
of tumbling stunts to be done continuously.
a, head stand at the end of the mat, roll for
ward to a squat stand, forward roll with arms
out to the side#
b, start at the end of the mat, forward roll to
a stand, cartwheel, backward roll to a squat
stand#
c, start at the end of the mat, cartwheel, front
roll with legs crossed, turn half way about by
pivoting on the toes as the legs uncross, roll
to a squat stand via a backward roll.
d# start at the end of the mat, cartwheel, forward
roll, head stand, roll forward with legs cross
ed to a stdUd, pivot and fall back into a back
ward roll.
2* Partner Stunt#
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a* Horizontal Baleaa# Forward
^1 11*8 oa his book with feet raleed upward,
#2 leaa* across the aole* of the feet of ipl
making contact about the abdomen, At th#
8ame tin* #1 end #2 clasp hands, Bo* #1
straighten* lag*, lifting #2 upward into a
balanced position, A* soon as both partner*
era steady they let go of hands and #2
balances in s front lying position on #l*s
feet.

Points to Stress; #1 should turn toes outward
end should bend his knees at first to allow
#2 to take his position,
b. Horizontal Balance To Forward Boll
Prom the same position as in a, #1 clasp*
#2 on the upper arm, #2 lower# his body
over and in back of #l*s head, tucks and
does a forward roll to a stand,
c. Sitting Balance
#1 assumes a lying position as above, knees
slightly bent, feet upward, toes turned out*
ward, #2 sits on the soles of #l's feet, #2
reaches beck and #1 reaches upward clasping
hands, #1 starts eitending legs upward. Be»
lease h8nd*,#2 keeps legs parallel to the
floor, arms out to the side, shoulder* high,
d. Back Flip Over Partner
Same starting position as the sitting balance.
However, partners do not clasp hands. Instead
of sitting on the fact and being lifted, this
time #2 will arch hie back lowering shoulder*
into the waiting hands of #1, At the same time
he continues rolling baukward, yl supports him
by the shoulders quickly extending legs and
flipping #2 over backwards to a stand.
Points to Stress*
For all partner stunts there should be a third
party assisting the other two into position. On
the back flip over partner the one assisting
should clssp #2 by the upper arm with right hand
and place his left hand on the small of the back
to help him over.
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On all balaaoiog stoata it ia important that th#
bottom person fl&a the oeater of balaao# before
ezpeotlog the top one to at&y la position#
all partner stunts ana tumbling stunts require
mata#
Partner stunts and tumbling require good for*
and tensed muaolea# It is impossible to do any
tumbling and stunts if any body part is relazed#
C* Bhythmie Activities
1# The Highland Sohottlaehe
Music: Victor 21616

(Scottish)

formation* Single circle, partners facing each
other# left arm in half circle over head, right
hand on hip#
fart I
Bop left
left and
Bop left
left and

and touch right toe
raise right foot in
and place right toe
place right foot in

to right side# Hop
bach of left ankle#
to right side* Hop
front of left ankle
Cts# 1 * 4
Sohottisohe atep to the right (step right,
close left to right, atep right, lift left
foot in back of right and hop right)#
Gts#9 * 8
Bop on the right foot do the above combi
nation moving to the left * # . # , $ Ots#9 -16
Pert II
Partners hook right elbows, left hand on hip#
Start with left foot, do three running steps
and hop around each other (Sohottische, simple),
.........
Ots# 17-ao
. . . . ,
Repeat this three more times, moving around
each other, right, left, right, , . #Ots. 21»)2

Start the dance from the beginning* #Ots#

1-32

À8 a variation, on the last four counts of Part
II, the boy, or the one taking boy*s pert, run
forward to neat partner in circle, thus making
a mizer out of the dance#
D, Games and Belays
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1* Basketball
Regulation lateraeholastie basketball rul#*^
with the exception of length of guartere# for
boys of seventh sod eighth grade# eight wiaut#
quarters are usually played, but for gymaaelu*
classes it le wiser to play five miuute quarters*
If your class consists of four or more teems a
good idea is to play two teams, one five minute
ruarter then let them rest and play two more
teams another five minute quarter and so on,
alternating every five minutes# with two boys
to officiate the games and two to keep score,
2. BUmsn Hurdle Race
arrange class in circles of eight to ten players.
Have each circle sit on the floor with feet point*
ing outward from the center. Make the circles a*
bunt ten feet inside diameter. Have each player
in the circle number off consecutively from one
to ten,
at the starting signal# in each circle# number
one stands up# runs to the right around the cir
cle, jumping over each pair of legs as he goes
around, âs soon as he alts ^o*n, number tee
starts, and then three, four, etc. As soon as
number ten he* run and set down# the team is
finished. The game may also be played by hav
ing each person in order get up and run as soon
as the preceding one has jumped over him,
3, Jump and Dive Belay
One person take* a wide stride position about
thirty feet in front of and facing his team*
Bach runner in turn must dive under the legs
of this person, whom %e*ll call "A", continue
on to a turning line and run beck, Meanwhile
"A" has turned left (or right) and gotten down
on his hands and knees; so that the runner can
hurdle over him as he runs back. Runner #1
touches off ^2 who repeats the seme performance
as #1 did# "A" having resumed his stride position
80 that #2 can dive through.
h, Basketball Rule*. (Rational Federation of State
High #choo
M o l Athletic Associations, Chicago# 1934-193)),
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4, Corner Spry
Thla game ia la the nature of a basketball paee*
lag arlll, and is especially useful la that re*
speet if the teaeher àireota the oles* a* to th#
type of pass it should use. Arrange squads of
front ranks in various sections of the gymnasium.
One person takes a position about twoety feet
in front of suoh squad, facing the squad. He Is
designated fl and is given a bell* The rest of
the squad are numbered from two through eight,
Àt starting signal #1 passes to #2 who immediate
ly returns the pass to yl. #1 continues passing
to all the other member# of the squad in turn.
When #8 gets the ball, he dribble# to the #1
position and #1 runs to the head of the squad*
Drill continues till #1 has moved to end of line,
gets the ball and returns to his starting posi
tion* The first #1 to return to starting posi
tion is the winner.
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OBIT IIII
A* Marohlag @aA

àatlvitl**

1. &efl#* Walt IT
B, Cbadltloaiag a%*rclBea
1* alternate Toe Tono&tng
Starting po&ltlon* Straauie seat on the floor,
with arma raised eideward.
Bight h&nd to the left toe. . , . , ,
Straighten trank, arma eideward, with
a foroeful arm awing backward , . . ,
Touch left hand to the right toe, , .
Return, arm sideward poeltlon , . , ,

Ct. 1
Ct, 2
Ct, 3
Ct, 4

Alternate left and right with quick foroeful
movements*
Purpose* Hip joint suppling, ham-strlng
stretching. Strengthening of the posterior
neok and shoulder muscles,
2, Leg Raising
Starting position: Lying position rearway*,
arms out to the side,
Slowly raise leg* to forward position , Gts, 1 & 2
Slowly lower legs to the floor, . , , . Ct*. ) & 4
Point* to Stress: keep knee* straight and toe*
pointed. Count slowly.
Purpose: Strengthening of the abdominal muscle*
and hip joint flexor muscle*.
rch-bend
Starting position; Lying position, frontways,
Arma out to the side.Turn
face sideward to lay
on one cheek.
Arch the beck vigorously, raising arm*, feet and
chest off the floor .
.. ,. , . . , Ct*. 1 & 2
Lower and relax , . .
.. , , , , , , Gts. 3 & 4
Purpose:

Strengthening the muscles of the back.
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4. Puah Op#
Startlag poaltloai lying position froatway# with
haads oad#f the shoulders* Girls use a koee ly
ing support,
Push UP to a front lyiag support , Ct. 1
lower to the floor . . . . . . . * Ct, 2
Point* to Btress; Keep body perfectly straight,
^fter the first push-up the front of the body
should not touch the floor.
Purpose; Strengthen the muscles of the fore
arm, chest and abdominal muscles, the triceps
and hip fleior#,
C, Belf-Teeting Actieitie#
1, Seal Blap
From a front lying support position on the floor,
push vigorously with both hands, lifting body
off the floor, slap hands together, and immediate
ly fall into front lying support,
2, Eskimo Roll
Partner #1 lies on the mat with feet raised up
ward, #2 stand# astride his head, #1 grasp#
^2 by the ankle and #2 grasp# #1 by the ankles.
#2 spring# fro* the mat, dives end does a for
ward roll between Fl*s feet. At the same time
fl rise# to a standing position ready to dive
over #2, Continue to roll one over the other
in this manner,
3, Skin the Snake
Several people line up, one behind the other, fac
ing the same direction, all in a side stride posi
tion, All bend forward and reach right hand be
tween own legs to the person in rear at the same
time reach forward with left hand and grasp right
hand of th# person in front. The laet person in
the line lies down as the rest of the live mov##
backward, As each person reaches the end of the
line, he lies flat on the back, The last person
to lie down, rises i^mediately, walks forward
straddling the line and pulls the nezt person to
his feet. Continue forward until all have re
turned to their original standing position.
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Gaggeatloa**

Thla may also b* doa* aa a relay,

D, Rhythmic Actlvltla*
1. Boraa aàd Bu&gy Sohottlgch# (America*)
Kuala* Dacca #25062-B Military Sohottiaohe or
Bar* Daace*
Most @ay Bchoitlacha %111 do*
Formation* Doubla circle, Gata of four %lth
partocr* bolàlog luaid# haoda, aaâ holding out*
sida hands of other couple all fcclag the llae
of direction* Couple la lead will be designated,
couple #1; partner* following will be couple*
f2.
Description*
a, all starting with outer foot, do schottleche
atep diagonally right and left (achottlsche
Is * three atepo and hop)* 6 counts.
b, repeat e* 8 counts,
0 , four atep hop* beginning with outer foot,
Oouple #1 drop Inside hands and atep*hop
around outside of #2 and go to the rear,
8* #2 goes forward, Oouple yl now join
hands in rear of #2* 6 counts,
d, repeat a and b, 6 counts,
e, repeat c* finishing In original positions,
4 Count*.
f, repeat a and b, 6 counts.
g, four step hops, couple p2 raise Insl&e hand*
and fora an arch, as oouple yl moTcs backward
going under, Ooupl* #2 goes forward and un
twists by turning inward under their own arms*
Do not drop hend*, # counts.
h, repeat a and b, 8 counts*
1, repeat g, ending in original pieces, 8 counts,
j* repeat a and b, 6 counts,
k, four step-hop*. fl form arch* #2 drop outside
hands end go forward, kejoin outside hands,
4 counts.
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1$ repeat a and b# 8 oooata,
m$ repeat k, ew&lag In original plaoea* 8 oounte.
n* repeat a and b* 8 counta.
0 » four atep-nopa. Couples drop hands* Cnea In
baok plaoe h^nda on ^alst of ones in front#
thus making new couples* They turn In a cir
cle outward* 8 counts*
p. repeat a and b# 8 counts*
q# repeat o, 8 count#*
8* athletic Skills
1* Volleyball Pass
a# Underhand Pass
^ ball which is received below the shoulder
should be played underhand* The elbows should
be bent, so that the arms entend In front of
the body# hands about waist high, palms up#
hands cupped allghtly, as the ball comes down#
the knees bend and the forearm drops ellghtly
below the waist* The upward force is applied
to the ball by straightening the knees and
lifting the arms In a continuous movement.
Correct timing should be learned# so that
there Is neither slapping nor holding of the
ball. This pass Is used to place the ball in
to position for an overhand pass to a team-mate
or for a volley over the net*
b. Overhand Pas*
This pass Is usedwhen the bwli Is received above the shoulders# The arms are raised with
the elbows held away from the body at shoulder
height and beat so that the hands are In front
of the face# fingers pointing upward# The ball
is played on the "cushions" of the fingers,
*le% the knees slightly just before contact.
The streigbtenlng of the knees and the trunk
and the upper extension of the arms Impart
force to the ball. ^ pass should always have
a high arch to that its receiver has ample time
to get Into position, hvoid slapping* The
overhand pass is usually the only hit that
should be employed in volleying the bell over
the net* When It becomes a volley instead of
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a pesa to a team-wate, it should be driven hard*
not arched too big, Gad should be bit aa far in
to the back court as possible,
Suggeatioaa; Work oa the paasiae drills ia eirole
for&atloa sad ia two squads feeing eaeh other the
some @8 for passing drills in basketball,
2, Volleyball Serve
The server takes a position feeing the net with
his left foot forward (for right handed players).
The ball is held about waist high in the palm of
the left hand, in front of the right leg. To
strike the ball, the right arm la swung forward
oontaoting the ball with the palm of the hand
and hitting it out of the left hand. The left
hand ia dropped away just at time of contest.
The ball should be hit with the heel of the
hand or may be hit with the fist; though the
letter is not recommended,
V, Games and Relay*
1, Catch and full !Aig-0-%ar
Draw a line down th* middle of the playing area.
Divide the players into two equal groups, one
group on either side of th* line. On a signal
players reach over the line, catch hold of an
opponent by any part of hie body, as hand, arm
or foot, and tries to pull him across the boundary,
Any number of player* may try to secure a hold on
an opponent, and any number may come to hia rescue,
either by pulling him in the opposite direction or
by trying to secure a hold on one of the opponent*.
A player is not captured until his entire body ha*
been pulled over the line. He then joins his cap
tors in trying to secure player*. The group win*
which ha* the largest number of player* at the end
of a time limit, or h&* aecurcdall of their oppo
nents.
2. Bet Ball
Bpacc*
room.

Playground, playroom, gymnasium, olass-

H a y i n g area* Volleyball court, tw#nty-five or
thrrty feet by fifty or siity feet, or smaller if
necessary. Height of net should be about seven
feet sli inch** from the grcund to the top of the
net.

10)
%q&lpment& Volleyball# socoer ball, utility ball
or ba&ketbali,
Formatlou: Playera are ülvlded lato two teama eaâ
member# of each beam are numbered to determine
rotation of Gerree#
60 feet

0

0

0

1 1 1

0

0

0

I I I
30 Feet

0

0

0

I I I

Proeedure* The game le a simplified form of vol*
leyball* One side takes the serve and after the
bell hae been properly served ae in volleyball#
it is volleyed baok and forth until one side
mlseee* The ball is thrown and caught instead
of being batted, Players may not %alk after
catching the ball, Penalty: One point is given
to the serving side If foul Is committed by 000""
here of the receiving side; loss of service oe*
curs if foul is committed by members of the serv
ing side. If Impace In catching the ball forces
the catcher to take a step# he returns the bell
from the last spot occupied# whether he is in
side or outside the court,
#hen the serving side fails to return the bell
properly it loses the service to the other teem,
Whenever the receiving teem fells to return the
ball properly a point is credited to the serving
team* Bach time change of service occurs# service
rotates to a different player, in the order of
their numbering,
Serving: The ball is eerved from the "serving box",
right hand, back corner of serving court. The
aerve is the only time the bell is hit in this game.
Scoring* A ^ m e is won when either team scores a
two-point lead after fifteen or more points are
won* A match consists of the best two out of
three games.
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leaohlag Su&gestloaa:
Play gamee oa tlmm-perlod basis instead of
point basis; ia quarters or balves of agreed
upoa length, teams ohaagiag courts for eaeh
half or for each quarter, Suggested* Pour
siz^mlaute quarters, oae-miaute rest period
b#tt**ea quarters, three-miaute rest period
betweea halves; or two tea-^niaute halves, fivemiaute rest period between halves*
If a forward or a player ia the center of th#
court catches the ball, he should attempt to
throw the ball over the net, a player in th#
rear of the court should throw the bail to a
center or a forward of hla tMua* %he rotation
of players will eventually bring him to th#
position where he will be required to throw
the ball over the net. Three passes are al^.
Iwed,
Encourage fast throwing.
more than three seconds.

Ball may not be held

Use game to teach volleyball scoring rules
and rotation,
3, Juggle Volleyball
Play the same as net bell eroept that each player
must catch the ball and then hit it over the net
or to another teammate. There is no limit to the
number of passes,
4* Run, Toss and Oatch Relay
Arrange teams In relay formation at one end of a
volleyball court, Bave the volleyball net in
place, Supply the first person of each team with
a volleyball or basketball, At the starting sig
nal this person will run, throw the ball over the
net as he runs under the net and catches It on
the other side, Run to the other end of the vol
ley ball court, turn around, run beck, toss the
ball over the net, catch It, run to the finish
line and toss It to the nertrunner, Bach one
takes his turn in order. If the ball is not caught
on the fly, the runner must return back under the
net, tOBS it over again end catch it before he can
continue the raee.
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mncT 33V
A. M&rohiag aad Warm-up aatlvltle#
seleat three from aay previous unit*,
B* CbadltloalDg Exercise*
1. Knee Balslag
Startlag posltloh* Rear aupport oa forearm,
kaee* straight, feet together*
Raise left kaee to the ehest, * * , . Ct, 1
Straighten leg upward . . ,
, .. ,* Gt# 2
lower straight leg slowly to the floor
Gts. 3 & 4
Repeat with right leg, four eouate.
Purpose; ^hdomiaal strengtheaiag, and strength
ening of hip joint fleiora.
Points to Stre*#: Keep the leg straight and
toe pointed on oounts 3 and 4#
2, Belanaing Bxerolse
Starting position:

Giose stand, hands at side*.

Raise left leg straight fore-upward as arms are
raised sideward * * , * . . * . . . . Ot* 1
Move left leg sideward and arms up ard
Ot. 2
left leg haokward, arms eideward again
Gt, 3
lower to startingposition. . . . . . Gt, 4
Do the same exerolae eireling the right leg,
four oounts.
Purpose; Strengthening of the masole* of the
iip joint and posterior trunk particularly in
th* lumbar and secral region. Secondary pur
pose:
Development of a sense of balance.
Points to Stress; Keep the moving leg as h i ^
as possible both knees straight. Keep the chest
h i ^ , head and neck firm, Bint; ^ maintain
perfect balance fix the sight on an imaginary
spot in the distance end do not let sight veer
from this spot.
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3# fumplJAg la Plae#
Starting position:

Close stand,hands on

Jump to a atrlde stand, .
Close stand, left foot la
Stride stand. . . ,. . .
Close , .. . . , ,» . ,
Stria#. . . ,
Close right foot la front
Stride, .. , . . . , * ,
Close . .. , , . ,, . .

hips,

. , .
front
. , «,
, . ,,

* , , Ct, 1
* , , Ct, 2
, , Ct, 3
. , Ct, t
Gt. 2
. . . , , , Ct, 6
. . ,. . , Ct, 7
. . *. . . Ct, 8

Purpose: Hip joint suppling, leg strengthening.
Development of eo-ordlnatlon of neuro-'muaoular
system,
4* Shoulder Girdle Bierols#
Starting position: bitting position* hand#
pleeed in front of shoulders, head ereot, el
bows horizontal.
Jerk the elbows backward forcibly , . Ct. 1
.straighten arms and awing them side
ward and baokward forcibly. * , . , , Ct, 2
Continue, alternating counts 1 and 2,
Purpose: Strengthening of posterior shoulder
musoles; stretching of peotor&l musnles*
Points to Streas; hiovemeat must be foroeful
end rapid, *hest must be high and head ereot,
chin la,
C, Rhythmlo hotlvitiee
1, The Two Step
Muslo: 2 /4 Time
Teaching prooedure*
tion,

Trot)
Ci@ü8 in open order forma

a. Slide the left foot forward. . . , Ot, 1
Slide rieht foot to left
and close
. .
Ct, 2 "and"
Slide left foot forward,
and paune
. , . . . . , . . . . .
. ., « , Ot. 2, and
Continue moving forward starting with
the right foot,
iânalysia;

The Two Step
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À'
. a ly s le f
ila

oouata

The Two 8t#p

atep --- olo&e --- step
1
eiwl
2

rest
and

2* Tba Badger Oevotte (Aaerloea)
Muaio: Ford Reeord #^110
Formation* Gouplee jola ioald# handa id elrole
formation or free formation#
Part I
a# begin with ontaid# foot and walk forward
four atep* # . * , , , * . . # , « Ota. 1 - 4
b. faoe eaon other,
join both hands, and taka
three slide# to boy*a left and dip on left
foot while tonohlng the right in rear
. , * * . . . . . . . . . . . * . Ota* 5 - 8
e* repeat a and bin opposite direction
•
Gts,» 9 **16
Part II
a* dance position* Do eight two-stepe turning
........ .............Gts.17 *32
. . » .
b* repeat all from the beginning# . # Gts. 1 -)2
D, Athletic Skill#
1. Softball Pitching * Underhand
Procedure*
thirty feet
is given to
thrown back
the group#

Two squads in front line about
apart facing each other. One ball
each two squads*
The ball 1#
and forth zigzagging up and down

Points to Btress* Gall attedition to oppoaitlonal
leg and arm movement# left leg forward as ball
is thrown with rl(^t arm*
Follow Thru: Allow the throwing hand to continue
its natural movement forward after ball is re
leased and follow with right leg# In the soft
ball pitch however, the right foot is not al
lowed to move forward*
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3# Goftbell

jirow

ProoeeA ea la the softball plteh except that the
throw la made overhaad*
Polate to 6>tree8: Oppoaitlonal arm and leg movement
88 in the pitch. The throw ia completed with a
definite snap of the wrlet and follow throw&h,
3, SOrtball Catching
The techniquea of catching should be reviewed,
a, relax fingers and give with the ball by
brint;ing it toward the body to evoid hitting
fingers,
b, to catch a ball above the welet, the finger#
of both relaxed hands are pointed upwards with
the thmeba together,
c, in catching a ball below the waise, the re
laxed fingers are pointed downwards with the
little fingers together,
D, Oeme#
1. Sigh Ball
Humber of Players*

Any number

Equipment* ^ volleyball for each group play
ing* If but one ball is available, divide the
players into two groups and have the group#
play alternately for two minutes each. If
several balls are available the game may con
tinue for five minutes.
Formation* Divide the players into two equal
^ o u p # and number the players in each group,
Each group stands informally by Itself, the
members facing each other in an Irregular cir
cular grouping,
Procedure; The object of the game is to keep
the ball in the air by batting or volleying it.
On receiving the signal for play, #1 of each
group sends the ball into the air by volleying
it with the fingers of both hands, trying to
direct the ball to a member of his group, Players must move about in the effort to bat the
ball and thus keep it in the air, leasing i#

Ill
Qoatiaueâ from player to player oatll oae of
the following errore la madea
a* The bell la atruek by a player ualog but
one head#
b* The ball 1* hit %lth the fiat.
a* The ball hlta some object ether t^aa th*
h&ada of players*
d* The ball falla to the ground.
e# The ball la handled twice la aucce^aloa
by the aame player*
When aa error la made the ae%t higher numbered
player of the group puts the ball lato play aa
rapidly *e possible*
Scoring* ]&ach time the bell la auoceasfully
batted from player to player a acore of one
point le made for each aucceaaful paae* The
Instant an error la made that score Is termi
nated. À new score begloa with each renewal
of play. A continuous match may be played
by keeping the highest dally score of each
group and totaling these scores each week or
season#
2* Volleyball
Playing area* Court dimension thirty by sixty
feet with a net stretched across the center
dividing the court Into two thirty feet squares*
The net should be seven feet six Inches high*.
Players: Not more thannlne on a side,
in three rows parallel to the net*

Arrange

Object of the Game: To bat a volleyball with
the hands back and forth over the net* The game
Is started by a serve from the right back half
of the beck court line* The bell may be assist
ed over the net should th# server fall to serve
It directly over* As soon as the ball la put in
play the opposing team tries to bat It back over
the net a@iln* Thus the ball la volleyed back
and forth until one team or the other fails to
hit It over# or until It Is hit out of bounds*
If the receiving teamfalls to return the ball
the :^^ervlng team gets a point and another chance
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to eerve# If the ^ervlog team felle to retura
the ball the receiving team gets ao points but
they do hbVe the chance to serve* For pilee
and regulations use the official guide*'
Suggestions:
a* Teach players to keep "eyes on the ball* at
oil times*
b, Players should try to get directly under the
ball to hit It,
o* Players should play their positions but should
be In a stance that %111 ello% them to move
left, or right, forward or backward#
d« Teach players to pass the ball from rear line
to front line player who will hit It over.
The ball should not be hit over from the rear
line,
e, Girls rules allow for an assist on the serve.
Boys should eventually be ezpected to serve
directly over the net.

&, National Section on Women*a Athletics, Official
Recreational Games. (American Association for Health, Pnysl*
oai Mucat^ion, and Becreatlon, Washington, 19$))#

miT

Marohlog AAd

^otlvltlea

1, Sevlew Uolt 1%.
B, Coaültloalag Bxerolae#
1. Review Volt VII.
C, Rhythml* âotlvltle#
1# Polka GombloatloDO
Review Valt IT, V.
2, Boldlrlâla (Swlea)
(Also ealled the Swiss Weggi* deaee)
Mualo; Methodlat Reeord gMlOl
Formation; Oouplea la a olrole feeing the llae
of meroh. laalde hands joined.
Step a:
1. starting with ontelde foot, do a heel and toe
polka forward.
2. repeat, starting with inside foot.
3. repeat 1 and 2.
Ohorns:
1. partners pnt hands on hips and take one
eehottieohe step sideward away from eaeh
other, starting with outside foot (step,
atep, step, hop).
2# repeat coming toward each other,
3, take peasant position (boys hands on girls*
hips, her hands on his shoulders, and do
four step hops turning clockwise.)
4* repeat 1, 2 and 3 of Chorus.
Step b;
Girl turns to face boy, they join both hands at
shoulder height.
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1, Gtertiag with foot towar& the center of th*
olrole ao heel aad toe polka golag ia to the
eeoter,
2* reverse feet and do heel aad toe polka going
toward the outalde of the olrole. Bead oppo
site elbowB 80 arma ere straight la the direc
tion you are aeviag,
3, repeat 1 and 2*
Repeat Ohorua,
Step 0 *
Facing la llae of march, heads crossed.
Both step to the left with the left foot aod
point right toe*
Two polkas :mvlag forward.
Repeat the step points and the two polkae*
Repeat the Chorus,
Step d*
Erectly like step c except partners tura to face
each other sad join right hands, Man's hack is
toward center of circle, The step points are done
la place and on th* two polka steps move clock
wise into partners* position. Repeat all so part
ners are hack in original places.
Repeat Ghorns,
Step e*
Partners join Inside hands (m&n*s right, girl's
left) holding them well back at shonlder level.
Swlf% taese joined hands down and turn away from
each other with a two step hack to bacit and tura
face to face with a two step* Repeat all*
Repeat Ghoms*
Rote* On the record an interlude is played between
each etep and this may he used to get In position
or to have each girl tap forward to meet a new
men for eaeh step.
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D, ^thletl# Skill#
1. The Racing Start
The left or right toe (uaually of the etroageat
leg) l8 placed about et% iache# beck of the
starting line; the knee la bent; the beck knee
reet# on the ground beside the Instep of the
forward foot; the hands are just behind the
starting line; arms straight* shoulder width
apart* and the muscles relaxed & This is the
"On Your Mark*" position. When the starter
say# "Get 8et&" the rear knee is raised slight
ly* the leg Is partly straightened* the weight
is put well forward, the muscles are tensed*
On the word* "Go$" push off with the rear foot
and hands* Ik> not straighten the body too
qhlbkly. Remain crouching for the first fe*
steps and do not come out of crouch until after
the fifth or sixth stride*
Points to Stress;
1* Bold head up and look straight down the track
on "Get 8et&" position*
2* '^t starting signal, assuMng that right leg
takes first stride* drive left arm forward
hard and right arm backward*
)* Never look backward,
4* Body should always be Inclined slightly for
ward,
2, standing Broad fump
This can beet be learned If pupils are taught to
ao it on count.
Rise oa toes and swing arms forward and
upward, , . . , . . . . . * . , . , , Gt, 1
Swing arms down and backward as you bend
the knees, lower the heels end bend the
upper trunk slightly forward. . . . , Ot, 2
Swing arms forward and uyAerd* extend the
body forward and upward, as both fee*
Dllaivelv push from the take off, . . Ot. 3
%hlle In flight an effort should be made to tuck
the knee# up under and raise them aahlgh a#
possible end extend them forward just prior to
landing.
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E. aame»
1 # VQlleyball
2, Foüf*Gûurt Dodge Bali
Field! Divide gyaaaaliim or outdoor area lato
four equal plsylag area*.
Equipmeat*

Fo&r volleyball**

Flayer*: âay atmber eaa flay* Four team* equal
ia aumber, a team to eaeh square*
Objeot of Oamei To elimiaate player* oa the other
teems, &ad ao to get posseesloa of their square**

If

in

I

II

To Start: Eaeh team ha* oae volleyball* ^t the
aigaal, the balls are throaa at any team, or auy
player oh aay team, uorose or diagonally, Assign
a referee to eaeh team to enforee the rule* and
make deoleioa*#
Rule**
a* a player is elimiaated by being hit by a fair
ball,
b. a fair ball is one that hit* a player from the
ohoulder down for boys, from the waist down
for girl*.
o, a bail is dead when it touohe* the floor or
ground, A hit by it* rolling doe* not elimi
nate the player, A dead ball oen be put into
pley by any player of the square in which it
landed.
d* if a player catches a ball thrown at him, the
thrower i* out.
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e* If a pleyef oetoh** a bail aod drqpa It,
ha Is oat,
f. If a player ia hit by oa uafair bail (aee
b) the thrower la oat.
8# aay player oroaalag a line la out, oaiea*
his team haa oonchered the aquare iato
%hl0h he etepa.
h. a player who la out muat leave the court.
1. la the course of the game, If all the
players la a square are elimiaated, the
team on that half of the court may occupy
the two squares. Bx: If Team II Is elimi
aated, Team I oaa use Squares I aad II.
If Team III is ellmlheted. Team IV uses
Squares III cad IV.
j, ones a team gets la half-court posltloa,
while the other two teams remala la their
squares, if the half-court team hits the
l&at member of either of the other team#,
It gets the right to occupy the third
square.
k. If two team# get la haIf-court posltloa,
they battle it out uatll one team Is
elimiaated, or time is called,
1, play coatlaues uatll only oae team remalas,
or has the most players If time Is called.
Suggeatloa#:
Smphaalxe sad eaforce the fair ball rule (below
shoulders for boys, below waist for glrle).
lastruct the referee# to keep the balls moving,
aad to keep them from ooaceatratlag too much la
&ay oae area.
Smpahslze the Importaace
court posltloa, aad thea
ber of a team la another
the right to move lato a
Ckimbatlves

of getting lato half
of hlttlag the last mem
square, so as to get
third square.
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1, Amerlosa Wreatle
Plaoe two ooateetaatB @o they stand faolog e@*h
other with ehests toaohln^. Have eeoh jplaee his
left arm over the opponent's whonlder* hie right
arm about the opponent's waist and olesp his
hands behind the bash* Jtt signal, each oae tries
to work himself around in baek of the other with
his arm enoiroling the opponent's waist# After
the signal has been given, the original hold may
be broken# Either «contestant, securing his oppo*
nent about the waist from behind, whether stand*
ing, sitting or lying down wins the bout# Three
bouts constitute a match.
2# Back to Back &tick full-away
Place two contestants back to back, both holding
a wand with both hands overhead. At signal,
each tries to pull wand down in front of his
chest, thus taking it away from his opponent.
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u m T %vi
Slaoe It la ilkely that by this time of the year the
Y/ùather ehoald have modified ehoagh to allow for ah
outdoor progMua, the eotlTltlea in the remalalog
White are designed to be done outdoora* In the event
of oooaaional Inclement weather some activities can
be done Indoors end tha Indoor program can also be
used to advantage la reviewing certain of the material
that has been learned during the year,
Â, Marching and Warm-up activities
1. Bunning
&ssy joggj^ run about two laps around the
playground,
B* Self-Testing Activities
1. Standing Triple Hop
from a standing position on the right foot
(or left), hop forward loading oa the right
foot; without pausing, hop again, and follow
lamedlotsly with a third hop finishing on the
right foot* This is three separate movements In
continuous succession without stopping in between.
The distance is measured from the take-off mark
to the mark made by the heel (or part of body
that falls nearest the take-off) after the jump
Is completed, Avoid any so-called "crow-hops"
at the start or between each successive phase
of the jump,
2, Standing Triple Jump
Proceed us in the standing triple hop, eicept
that the take-off is from both feet and activity
continuous, jui%>lng and landing on both feet.
0, Bhythmlc Activities
1. Grand Right and left
Dancers are in a single olrole with partners
facing* diving right hand to each other,
partners move forward and each offers his left
hand to oncoming person. Passing that person
eaeh offers his right hand to third person com
ing toward him, then the left and so around the
circle weaving in and out. Boys always travel
counterclockwise and girls clockwise*
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2, Too Tar (DaalohJ
(ProooaoOed Toe~Toor, meaning in Danish,
*two danoe"*)
Manle: Imperial Reoord #1038
Formation: Single circle, with hand* joined.
Girl atanda at right of partner,
Introdnetlon
all %al& clockwise alzteen atepe. Measure# 1 - 8,
All turn and walk counterclockwise alnteen
steps, iKeasures 1 - 8 repeated.
Part 1
a, partner# face each other and take social danc
ing position* They move forward toward center
of circle as follewa* Boy step# forward on
left foot (count "one*), bring# right foot up
to left (count "and"), step# forward again on
left foot (count "two?), pause# ("and"). Girl
uses opposite foot, starting right, measure 9,
b, partner# take two walking step# forward, con
tinuing in same direction. Boy step# left,
right; girl steps right, left. Measure 10,
0 , i&epeat measure# 9 and 10, moving backward to
Starting position. Boy steps right back,
close left, right back and pause ("one, and
two, and"); and two walking steps. Girl
use# opposite foot, Measures 11 and 12,
d, partner# do four polk# steps, turning clock
wise while circle move# counterclockwise.
Measure# 13 - 16*
e, figure 1# repeated, measure# 9 - 16, repeated*
Part II
a, gkftners, facing give right hands to each other,
Using a walking step or polka, they awing Into
Grand Right and Left, Girl# move to right,
boy# to left, the girl taking the second boy
by the left hend, third boy by the right, and
80 around the circle*
Part# I and II are repeated a# many times a# de
sired. If there Is a player without a partner.
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he or ahe oaa joia la the Graad Eight end Left
la aa effort to flod a fertaer,
D# Gamee ead Relay*
1, Kick Baseball
Equipment;
field,

aoooer bail and softball playing

Flayer poaltlona;

The aame aa for aoftball*

The game* Plteher bowl* the aoeoer bell to the
batter who attempt* to klek the ball and gala
flret base or a* many baee* a* possible wlthont
being tagged out or thrown oat at flret baee*
Role*; With the exemption of the "batter" kleklag the ball, follow the name rule* that apply
to aoftball*
Purpose* Purely reereatlonal Involving running
and some skill* of baseball,
2. Around the Circle Belay
Equipment* for each teem a ball, beanbag,knotted
to*el, or stuffed leather ball easing. Object*
should be the same sine and weight for each team*
formation* an even number of players form a
doable circle and stand facing each other* Mem»
bars of each circle then number off by two*e.
yl*s In each circle form on* team and #2*s a
second teem* Captain* are chosen. They face
each other and each holds a ball.
Procedure* On a signal, a ball Is thrown forward
and back In a slgseg manner between #1 players
until It reaches the #1 captain, #2 players do
likewise, a player who mle&es the bell must get
It and return to his position before throwing It,
Game continue* until one team*s captain receive*
the bell, and that team wins*
6u&gestlons;
Increase the distance between players as skill
Improves.
Cse this type of formation to practice various
tppes of peases In a small space.
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3* Wheiglbarraw Relay
Arrange alaaa ia relay formation, have eaoh team
eoamt off by tiw*8# #1 of the firat ooapie oo
eeeh relay team a .aimee a froat lylag aagyort
^oaitloh# y2 holda hie aaklea walat high* (Thl*
la the wheelbarrow), la this poaltloa at the
Btartlag signal first ooaple oa eaah team run to
a pre-established turning line* Here they ehaage
positions# ÿ2 ooople beeomes the wheelbarrow# E
#1 the ranaer# and return* Upon arosslng the
starting line# the second couple from ee&h team
starts# ate*
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imiT %Ÿii
A* Self-Testlag Aotlvltle*
1, Review horizontal ladder aotlvltlee of the
first unit.
2* Pnll-'ap# (Ohlnnlngj
Jnmp to a hang on the beam of the horizontal
ladder, hend arm* and pull body up until ohln
1* even with the beam, etralghten arm** OoU'*
tlnue pulling up and lowering ae many time* a*
possible*
B* Rhythmle Activities
1* La Raepe (Mezlean)
Muale; Viator Record #20-3169
Vormetlon* Couple* at random on the floor or may
be danced a* a circle dance*
a. Couple* facing, clasp hands, weight on left
foot*
As muclc begins, shift weight so that the left
foot is quickly shuffled forward and right foot
back. % e n right forward and left back* Thbn
left forward end rest*
Right , left,
Left, right,
Right , left,
Left, right,
Right , left,
Left, right,
Right , left,
Left, right,

right, hold
left, hold.
right, hold
left, hold.
right, hold
left, hold. »
right, hold
left, hold.

.
.
.
.
.
»
*
.

.
*
*
,
*
«
*
*

Gt.
Gt.
Gt.
Gt*
Gt.
Gt.
Gt*
Gt.

1, end 2, rest
1, and 2, rest
1, and 2, rest
1, end 2, rest
1, and 2, rest
1, Éàûâ 2, rest
1, end 2, rest
1, and 2, rest

b. Weight on right foot, grasp partner right elbow
with your right hand. Stand right sides toward
each other*
Starting left, four triple atep-hops clock
wise, (step, step, step, hop) . *#4 counts
Repeat four counterclockwise grasping left
elbow with iKft hand , . . . . . .*4 counts
Repeat right , . . . , . . . . . .,4 counts
Repeat left. . . . . . . . . . . . * 4 counts
Repeat first shuffle step eight times.
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Repeat secoad figure (turaiag etep)*
0* Promeaede Step
Position: Girl on boy^erlght, Aaode joined
shoulder high, outer hand on hip*
Starting outer foot:
2
1
2
1

eelklng etepe forward*
.. , , *
two etep (change atep)
.* * , *
walking atep* forward*
., . . .
two atep turning Inward. . . . .

2 ootmtn
2 count*
2 count*
2 count*

Repeat oppoalte direction.
Repeat eame,
Figure a*
Figure b.
Figure b.
Figure a.
Promenade, same a* In Figure c*
Figure a.
Figure b.
Figure a.
Figure b$
C. Athletic Skill*
1* Softball Batting
Arrange your class on the playground in group* of
four, a pitcher, a fielder, a catcher and a batter,
Raoh one in each group gets five turns to bat, al
so take* a turn In order, fieldij^, pitching, and
catching.
Pointa to Stream:
stand with left side toward the pitcher, feet
parallel to home base and about twenty-four inche*
apart*

12)
Hold the bat right hand above the left haad with
a good tight grip#
!%3ie bat la held back of the right shoulder, but

m i jjazim m l i t aWiASP*

Aa the ball oo#ea toward the batter he shift*
hla weight to the right foot, lean* backward
slightly, ewlhg* the bat Ih a horisohtal are
forward, shiftIhg his weight to the forward
foot#
Follow thru swlaglag the bat eompletely arouhd
followihg thru with a twist of the body to the
left.
The ball should be met with the heavy ead of
the bat and hit aolldly*
Emphasize weight trangferenee, follow through,
and above all & hofl^ontal swloA#
The batter should keep his eye on the bail from
the time of delivery until the bat strikes the
ball,
2. Fielding
a. Ground Bali** %ien fielding a ground ball, a
player should get direotly In line with the bell
with both feet fairly olose together, knee* bent,
the body low and bent forward at the hipa, fin*
gers eitended down with little finger* together
and with eye* on the bell# A player should move
forward to meet e ground ball, and be ready to
throw the instant It Is fielded,
b.

Slow Bit Ball* À fielder should advene# to
ward a slowmrnoving grounder but to reeelve it
he should stop, eeteh the bell, and step in the
direction of the throw# There 1* an exception#
If the bell is eomlng extremely slowly he should
run forward and, while running aooop up the ball
with hla bare hand and make a throw,

0 , Fly Balls* An outfielder must learnto judge
how far a ball is going to be hit by the way it
la hit# If hit to the ground, he awst run up
for It, If hit high and hard, he may have to
move back# If hit up, but not out and hard,
(a "pop-up**), he will have to run forward for
it* Be should get Into position the instant
the ball is hit. If, however, he misjudge*
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and the bell le bit over hi* bead, b# should
tufa and run as faet ea be eea to get la posltiob to oeteb the bell# The fielder should
oatob the ball, if possible, la &uob a po#ltloa that It may be returaed to the lafield
Immediately# When returalag the ball to botme
plate from the deep outfield, It should be
thrown 80 that It will be received there fol*
lowing a first bouaoe# la most oases, ho#*
ever, If the fielder ie in the dlstaat out
field the ball should be relayed to home
plate#
D# Games and Relay*
1. Oae Old Gat
There Is a pitcher, a catcher, end one batter#
The rest are fielder*# There Is a home plate
and one base#
When a hit Is made the batter must run to the
base, touch It and return to home before the
ball can be returned to the catcher who must
touch home base* When a batter la put out each
player moves up, that is, the catcher goes to
bat, the pitcher becomes catcher, the first
fielder, pitcher and so on# The batter now be
comes the last fielder.
Batter Is out on third strike, fly ball caught,
or If tagged by a fielder with ball in hand#
2. #ork Gp
Equipment*
used#

à playground baseball and bat are

The Field* Dee a baseball diamond, thirty feet
between bases; twenty-five feet to pitcher's box#
Players* One, two, or three betters according to
the number of players, the rest all out at field.
Object of the Game* Each player tries to get In
to bat end to remain batter as long a* possible#
Each player keeps his own score#
Rules* The pitcher uses the underhand throw In
pitching# Outs are made as In playground baseball.
Baseball rules of base running, stealing, etc.,
apply# Whenever a batter or baserunner Is put out,
the players all work up one position nearer batter#
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The foUowlog 1@ the order of edTeneememtt An
"out" goee to right field; right field to eea*
ter field; center to left field; left to abort
stop; short stop to third base; third baee to
second; second to first; first to pitcher;
pitcher to catcher; catcher in at bat* When
there are move batter# than on# snd an "out"
is made, the other batter# stay in at bat or
on the base# they ere occupying, while the ed«*
venoemcnt is made* % e baserunner nearest home
is out If he does not reach home before the ball
held on home plate in order to have some one at
bat# It is the object then of every batter to
get around the bases a# fast a# possible in or
der to stay at bat* This encourages stealing
bases, and taking big risks* A player who
Catches a fly ball becomes batter*
3. Softball
Since the description and rules for softball are
so lengthy. It is advised that the teacher pro
cure an official aoftball rule book* in order to
teach this game.
4* Crab Relay
Poimation* Draw as many three foot circles a#
there ere team# to play, placed in a parallel
line and five feet apart# a line ten to fifteen
feet distant from and paralleling the row of
circles should be drawn* flayer# ere divided
into team# of equal number, not more than sin
players to a team* They stand in file forma
tion* #1 of each ttam steps over the starting
line and, with hie back to hi# circle and fac
ing his teamrnmate#, drops to his hands and feet
with hi# heel# contacting the starting line,
and the front of his body upwards, crab-fashion*
frocedure: On a signal, each ^1 player run#
backward to reach his circle* On entering hi#
circle, contestant stands and run# back, toiwdh"
ing off the #2 player, who Is in position with
heels touching the starting line# yl goes to
the rear of his file# Game continues until all
b* Rational Section on Women's Athletics, The Official
Softball - Track and yield ^ i d e . (American Association for
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, Washington, 1922)*

12$
the pleyera of one
la the wlaaer*

have roa, and that team

Variation# Mumber the playere ih each team and
have #1*8 tua flret, reoord a jpolht for the winher, and them eigael #2*e to rum» The team wlma
that ha* the meet folmta#
Suggeetlome:
Gradually lemgthem the dlatamoe of the race
eourae#
Eüve the rummera do the crab run to the turmimg
point and back again*
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m i T xviii
Tills unit le abort to silo% for more time for soft
ball 8Au organization late olaas leagues and to make
up any deflolenolea Incurred during the past semester's
%ork#
a. Self-Testing *otlvltle#
1. Review IZnlt II, Horizontal Ladder#
2. High
High jumping may be done In any style of t&e
jumper's choice# However, greatest height
Is attained by the style called, "the roll"#
Runner approaches the croas bar running from
an angle of about 60*^, ^aovlng at a moderately
fast pace# In the jump,
swings up the leg
farthest from the cross bar, leans toward the
bar, lifts arms vigorously, pushes off with
the other font and rolls over the bar, front
of body toward It*
Be lands In the pit first on the foot that was
kicked up In the jump, and on both hands#
Be should roll idmedlately upon hitting the
pit to cushion his fall#
B# Games and Relays
1, Softball
2# Shuttle Relay
Divide claaa into relay teams of eqiual members
and line them up on a stertlng line# Establish
another line about forty feet distant from the
starting line# Bow have each team count off
consecutively from front to rear# Them send all
of the even niWbered players to the opposite
line where they line up In order directly oppo
site the team-mates# On the "Go%" signal, #1
runs straight across end tags the right hand of
#2# #2 Immediately upon being tagged runs
across and tags #3# Meanwhile, #1 stands at the
end of the line of the even numbered team-mates.
When #2 tags #3, ^3 runs across and tags #4,
meanwhile, #2 lines up at the rear of the odd
numbered line# The game continues until eaeh
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player haa had a tura to oroaa to the oppoait*
aide. The game may termlaete here or you may
oomplete the raae by havlag them eoatlaue untLl
they have returaed to their own poaltloaa#
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UNIT
Revle* major aotivltlea of Uaita %I thiougb 3QTI1I
with apeeial emphoel# oa the oelf^teatiag activities,
the athletic skills, volleyball and softball aod folk
ôaaciag»

CKAPTEB V
gopPLmmar
Aotlvltlea from the eupplement ere to he used free»
ly jprovlding «11 the materiel In each oalt of the oouree
of etudy he* been preaeated ead learned to the aatlafaotlon of the teaoher*

They are to be uaed by oieaaea that

are more advanced thea others or as substitute activities
la the event a particular activity la the curriculum does
not prove satisfactory.

The supplementary activities are

listed by author, title of book, title of activity, and
page number la the reference.
S U P P L m m T A K T ACTIVITIES
A. Self-Testing activities
1. Virginia W e Horne,
^
ISgÈilag I&t â W j t
(s. 8. Barnes and Company# He* York, 1943)#
a. Beck to Back Boll - p* 124
b. Angel Balance - p. 1)2
c. Chest Stand - p. 130
d. Dive Roll - p. >8
a. Egg Sit - p. 24
f* Corkscrew - p. 31
g. Pyramids - p. 192
2. Henry Meyer, "Human Apparatus Work,"
Educator. May, 1933. p* 30

The Physical

a. Human Apparatus Work - p. 30 (companion stunts)
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1)3
E ü ^ flmohef,
R* 8h&#bolâ, Paal E# Wqhlforû#
aâa Dami Staat*. (Barge»* Pabllahlag Oom,*
pajoy, MifmeajpoiiG, 19>2j*
a# Kne» lüaiaao# Pick Bp * p# 7
b* leg ïhro# * p# 16
»# Slgh Êlok ^ p# 29
d. Eamam Ar»h - p* )6
#» %TaM Backward Bead » p, 74
f. Under th# Btlek ~ p. 81
g. Bail Throw * p, *4
h* Kaee Bead Staad - p. 94
i, foot Bead Stead - p. 93
B. Oombetlve»
1* Bago flaaher, Deaa R$ Shawbold, Paal R, Wholford,
Individuel aad Bael Btaota. (Burgea» Pabllahlag Gom*
peay^ Ëlnaeapoll», 1932)*
a* Boatem Rooeter - p# 113
b. Bead Wreatl» * p* 113
e, Shoulder Wreetl* * p# 122
d. ladlaa Wreatle * p. 12)
e# Going Down » p# 124
f* Elbow Wreatl# - p* 123
g# Booster Fight - p# 126
h. Body lift - p, 12?
1, Toe Paah - p$ 126
j. Pull Up ^ p. 129
k* Cane Wreatle - p* 1)2
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2»

Charlee Staley* Game#. Cpate^et* aa& Relay#.
(^. 8. Baraes a W Oompahy, 1942f#

a* Amerloaa %re#tle * p# 309
b, Baok to Baok Stlok Pollaway - p# 310
0, Drake Fight - p* 312
a. Hat Sparrlag - p, 31)
e. Oae leg Combat * p. 319
C* Bhythml# Aotlvltie#
1-

U r r y Blsenjerg, ^
| o £ M of ^
âSElSê 2 £ S S S î m tloa R##@rai#g#. (Methoaiat JMibllahiag House * Naab"*
eïlle,
a* Black Nag (Eogliah) * p# 22
b* Come let Oa B# Joyful (Oerrnaa) * p» 10
c, Creetea Sea (Daalah)

p* 21

a* Foahrlager Komtra (Germaa) ** p* 33
#» Gopak (llthuaalaa) - p# 23
f# Kbrobuehka (Ruaalaa)

p* 21

g# Bpaol&h Gird# (Spaalah) - p, 1)
2. 5a Darlacher* %)hor Tour Partner. (D#Tla4.Aaalr Gom^»
paoy* Sew York, 1952),
a* Bell Bottom Trouser# (Singing call square dance)
* p# 272

b. Broom Dance (Waltz mizer) - p* 1)0
c$ Cheyenne Mountain Dancer# (American square dance)

- p* 266
d# Darling Sellle Gray (American square dance) *

p# 88
e. Girl I left Behind Me (American aquare dance) P# )6
f. Grapevine Twist (American square dance) * p# 132
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g* Iwady Walpol#*8 &eel (Oontra daaee) «" p# 1)$
h, Virgiala Beel (Awarioea Goatra daaa*) - p, 64
1 # loah Loaoad (Gq^aara daaoe) » p» 2*8
j* féal foae# (a *mlxaf") * p* 160
3* Wlalfrad Taa Hagea, Oenavi# Deitar, Jea#$ Falriag
j»s.f Ift ^
m r n W K r âsgi,
(Gallfùraia 8tat# Departmeat of Muaatloa, ^^aaiâmeato .
1951).
a, Moaey Maak (Saottlsh) * p. 626
b# Taatoll (&«#dlah)

p. 836

0, Buffalo Olia# * p. 931
d, Oaliforala Bohottlaaha (Amerloaa) » p* 9)1
e* Llttla Mam la a fl% (Swedlak) - p* 937
f, Soldier* Joy (Bagliah) - p* 942
D« ^taletlo Skill#
1. Wlaifred Vaa Hagaa, Oaaavle Dextar, Jeaa# Falriag
Vllliejn#» Phfalaal Muaatioa
^ a Bl^eatgrr 6aho{»l.
(California State Dêpartaeat of kduùatloa, Saoràmeato,
1951),
a, football Skilla * p* 756
b, Softball » p. 574
e. Traok and field * p. 175
d, sooeer - p, 322, 786
2, %# Bentoa Sait, Greoe 1. fox, M s i e M, Douthett,
B# K* Stevene, Teaeklag Pby^ieal l^daeatioa la 1^ *
flemeatary Behooi. 16. S. Barnea and Ooapadj# «8*

York, 1942),
a, Volleyball - p, 17*
S. Game#
1. Winifred Van Bageo, Geaevle Dexter, Jeaae fairing
Wiiliaaa, Piu
(California State Department

1951).
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a* Toaoh football - p# 7 9 1
b* Broaao Tag - p. 663
0 . Bao# SoGoer - p# 820
a. Gallop the Puek * p. 8?6
e. Gria Ball ~ p, 877
f, Gymhaalwm Boooer - p. 880
g* Bpeed Ball » p# 904
h# Tolley Tenhla # p. 918
Harold K. Jaok.
U . S#

2#

fhea and Gompany# Bew York,

a# Bombardjoeht * p. 202
b. Hit Pih Baaebali - p$ 136
3# 8e?ferd Oharleo Btaley, Gamas. Gphteat# a M Belay#.
(A. 6* Baraea and Gompany, 1924)#
a# Gatoh the Gabooae

p# 82

b, Daok 0& The Book * p# 91
Ù4 Bllmlhetiom Bail * p* 91
a, last Ooaple Oat * p* 103
a, Pilaonera Baee - p. 118
f. Relay*
1, Seward Oharles Btaley,
(A. 6, Bar nee and Gompaay# 19241#

a, Avalaaohe Belay - p. 243
b. Arm Roll Relay - p* 242
o* R?P* Skip Relay ~ p. 23?
d. lamp etlok Relay ~ p. 266
e# Kangaroo Belay

p* 26?

f. Lame Doek Relay * p. 269

M l WgML#

1)7

. Wllilama, Phmlÿal Mneat Ion

2 Winifred Ta* Hagen, Genavle Dexter, Jeeae Fairing
(Californla^tateüejpartmaat of Muaatlon, Sadramaato
1951).
». ^roond % a Girola Relay - f# 920
b* Obstacle Raley - p. 92)
c# Toaa, Catch, ?a#a Relay * p. 927
a* Dizzy Izzy Relay - p. 494
3. Harold K. Jack, Phyaieal Rducatloa for Small Rlamej&"
School*. (4, S. HarDea ana Company, «#% York,
a* Potato Relay - p, 144

CB&M'ER VI
gDWdj.RY, CONŒJCTülORE AND RlSCi

NDATI0N8

I. RUmARI
Thie atudy ha& attempted to aerve a two*feld ptur^
pose* (1) to offer a well*ro*mded eurrloulom la physloal
eduQetloa for the eeveath aa& eighth gradea, and (2) to
offer a guide that will assist the teacher la uaderstaad*
lug eud Ihstruetlog physical educatiou#

The too purposes

are aot separate aod dlstlaot la themselves, but of
hecesslty, must be correlated sad luterwovea*

The success*

ful prescDtetloh of activities is depea&eat 1& part upon
methods, which are suggested la Chapter III aad augmented
by the specific teaching aids accompeaylag the activities
coatalued la the course of study.
While It la deslreble to hove special teaoher# for
physical education in the elementary schools, for many
years to come this responsibility probably will fall upon
the classroom teachers.

The latter often lack mufflcient

pre-aervlce training and In many Instances do not have the
advantage of supervision by a specialist trained In the
field.
A thorough search of the literature concerned with
physical education In the grade schools has failed to re
veal a single text which satisfies ell of the specific
needs of the classroom teaoher who Is responsible for the
physical education instruction In the seventh end eighth
1)8
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gfa&w.

Te%t6 a M coursea of atudlaa revleimd were foaad

to be aefloleat la oae or more of the following are***
dlaoaaaloa of deeirable oatoomea* freaeatatloa of fuadamental skills, method* of loatruotloa la apeolfle eetlTitie*, progreaaloa la the ooarae of study, the quantity
of the materiel taad a basic jprogrem for the teacher to
follow*
The alo^ objectives, aod defialtloa of physical
educatloa hove been iacluded la this study to give the
classroom teacher a better caderstaadlhg of the field*
The activities suggested la the currioalom were selected
according to the needs sad growth characteristics of boys
and girls, sad according to the objectives of physical
education.
Since methods of Instructloh end lesson planning
are vital to successful teaching, suggestions have been
offered to guide the teacher in planning the program and
in methods of presentation.

In order to provide a better

understanding of how the material is organized, the various
classifications of actlv ties have been explained with re
lation to function and type.

The units include eighteen

marching and warm-up activities, twenty-three condition
ing exercises, forty-seven self-testing activities, fortyfour games end rel&f»» thirty-two athletic skllle, twentytwo rhythmic activities, and twelve combatives.

The two

year course of study contains one hundred and ninety-eight
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aeparate activities.

la adaitloa to the material la the

cours# of atu&y, a list of suppleme&tary activities is
offered.

These supple&eatary activities ere provided

to enrich the progrem for the more advanced classes and
the more experienced teacher, and to provide substitute
activities in the event a class encounters unusual diffi*
culty with any phase of the suggested program,

II,

GONombiom AiiD REoommmATiojas

Though the material in this thesis repreaents a
compilation of nine years of research and is the result
of as many years of practical application of a course of
study previously prepared by the author, it is by no mean*
conclusive*

To be of utmost value, a curriculum must un

dergo periodic revision in the light of new findings*

Re

vision may be necessary to clarify material that is diffi
cult for the teacher to understand.

Activities that no

longer hold the interest of pupils should sometimes be
abandoned in favor of new activities that have gained in
appeal*

This substitution must be made with discretion

lest the program resolve itself into one that satisfies
only pupil pn^erences without regard for educational
outcome.
AS facilities i prove, the curriculum should be
revised,

Rew gymnasium apparatus such as rings, climb

ing ropes, balance beaas, or vaulting tables may have been
procured*

The program should be altered to make worth-
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while uiBe of this equipment.

As playgrotmd siirfeoee a M

equipment are Improved the currlouluai shoald be revised
to provide aa mueh of aa outdoor program as weather ooadltlous will permit,
The writer is awarmthat ao oourae of study te earn*
plete la every detail,

As oarefully as the materiel for

t la thesis ha* heea ooaplled, the author realizes that
It has shortQomlag#,

Teaehers undoubtedly will find that

It does not solve all their phyaieal eduoatlou problems.
However, the writer hopes that they will put It to a fair
test and that they may profit from Its use.

Through ooh»

seleutlous application of the material, the elaseroom
teaaher should; (1) improve his methods of lastruotlon,
(2) be elded In the development of his own program, (3)
gain self~oonfiden*e, (4) be able to recognize the Inter
ests of boys and girls In physical education, and (5)
Improve his evaluation and planning techniques In this
field.
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14#
TEmiINOLOCnr, AlIOimENT, POSlTIONS
I.

u s m IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Moat teacher# ere fealllsr with the varlou# type# @f
balls used oa the playgrouM and In the gyamaelum, but too
often they are mleueed,

for example:

a beeketbell 1# too

heavy to be need In a game of dodgebali.

The soooer and

football are the only ball# dealgned for klohlng*
oer ball is too heavy to be hit with the hand#

The aoo*

The follow#

Ing definition# will not be a description of the balls bnt
how they are to be used#
1# Basketball; To be used only in basketball type
ga&ee^ relays, and throwing and passing games#
2. Playground Ball: These are rubber balls that
come In various sizes from four Inches up to
thirteen inches# Use the smallest size for
bouncing games, such as O'Leary* Oae the
medium size, eight and ten inches for dodge#
ball, flstball, relays, and games involving
hitting the ball# The thirteen inch ball is
used mostly in the primary grades#
3# Softball; To be used only for throwing, catch
ing, batting, or games of softball and baseball.
Never for throwing at an Individual*
4# Soooer ball; To be used only for the various
games of soccer and other kicking gamee*
5* Volleyball; To be used for volleyball type
games, and batting (v«ith the hands) throwing,
and passing type games# Never to be kicked*
6 * football; llsed only for American Football, its
modlfloetlons and skills, The football and
Goccer ball are the only ones ever to be kicked*
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II* CLA58

U8SD IH PHYüIOAl 2DU0ATI0W

1 . Olrole Format l o w
a* Slagle olrele# Member# of the olrele may fee#
laimrd, outward, oiookwlae, or oouutereloek*
wlee.
b. Double elrele# This la a oonoeatrle elrole of
partaere* They may face caoh other; they may
both faee luwerd; they may both face outward;
they may be side by aide faolug cloekwlee (or
eouuterolookKlae); one partner may faee eloek*
wise while the other faeee oouutereloekwlee;
or the inner partner may faee Inward and the
outer partner faee outward*
e. Single olrele of partnere. They may faee In
ward, outward, baek to baek, or faee to faee*
2. Line or File Formation#
a* Front line# Member# of the line atend shoulder
to shoulder*
b. Front rank* The aame formation as a#, but mem*"
bera of the rank are counted off,
0 * Flank line. Member# of the line stand one be
hind each other,
d* Flank rank* Member# #tand one behind the other,
Goiuited off*
3* Column
Several ranks of two, threb, or four membei# lined
up one rank behind the other. The dlatanoe between
the rank# should be a# many step# a# there are
rank member#,
4, Open Order
a* Take this formation by jmvlng sideward from a
column. The rank# separate so thst there are
at least two step# between rank member#*
5* Divided Order
a* Two rank#, lines, or squads, feeing each other

la front formation on opposite sidea of a
pre-determlned aji^oe*
6, Square or quadrille
Thle is the oommoa set used la square daao*
lag# It la made up of four oouplee, each
staadlag oa eaeh of the four aides of aa
Imaglaary aquare,
7, Squad formstloaa
Vaed to teaeh more than oae aetlvlty at a
time to two or more groups*
a* f^tatlag* Squads move at laterrela oa
sigaal from oae eveot to another* % l a
la the heat method to uae for achieve'*
meat teatlog ectlvitlea*
h* fixed: Squad stays la oae place during
eatire period. Best method to uae for
tumbllag or teaching game sad athletic
skilie*
S. Belay formation# (Depends oa type of relay.)
a. Open rank: The same formation as open
order with each file represeatlag a team#
h. Regular relay: Teems lined up la flank
ranks at a starting line,
c* lap relay: four teams lined up at each
corner of the gymnasium,
d# Shuttle formation* Teams are split,
lined up la a flank rank at opposite ends
of a straightaway courae* fach tarn should
count off consecutively* Then all odd
nuqihered team members go to the opposite
side of the race course, end re-form their
line directly oppoaitc their even numbered
team mates#
9* Wheeling
The entire rank changea positions as a unit
moving much as the spok of a wheel* One end
of the rank pivots as the others move about
him.
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10. Faolttg
The ladividuel turae left or right oae luarter
turn* Saif way aroaod ia "abaat faoe".
11* Traheformljag
Change poaltlon of a rank from flank to front,
or front to flank.
H I . GRIP^ OR GRASPS USïlD CN APPARATUS
Grip or Greajp:

Position of hanâa naed on epparatnn

in hanging foaitlone.
1, Upper* Palmn facing away from bodf, knucklea
upward#
2, Under:
ward*

Palma facing toward body# knuoklea up

). Inner:

Palma away from aide of body.

4. Outer:

Palms facing toward side of body.

5. Mlied;

Any combination of the above.

6. Alternate* Ikve left hand forward, then right
reaches forward paasing the left hand.
7* Follow; Usually indicated left or right. Fol
low graap left, the left hand leads, the right
hand follows moving only as far as the left.
Then the left moves forward again.
IV. m . m i m pmiTioNs ON j\ppARATUs
Uange:

Position of the body suspended from the

horizontal ladder reg rdleaa of grip.
1. Active* Body huogs in a rigid position, complete*
ly vertical.
2. Passive* Body h^nga in a relaied poaltion,
often used unless for corrective exercise#.

%)t

1)2
3» Beat:

Arma flexed e* la ehloalog positloa.

4# Aagle heogi ^^pma etraight, legs eiteaded for
ward, kaeea atralght,
), Squat Baog: Hlpa aod kaeea beat*
6. lavarted M o g * Body la laverted, bead dowa,
feet up, ae atr@l(gbt ead rigid aa possible,
7. laverted hang:
elbowa beat#

Same poeltloo aa above, but

8. laverted eagle* Body la laverted, hlpa are
beat, lega exteadad over the bead,
9* Inverted aquet:
kaeea beat#

Body la laverted, blpa aod

10* Slagle kaee bead b&og:
kaee over tbe bar*

daog by beads sad oae

11* Double kaee baud baog: Bang by botb bauds aod
botb kaeea c^er tbe bar*
12. Double kaee beog: Baag ooly by kaeee over tbe
bar# Eaada are releaaed*
V. RHYIHMIC PATTERBB
1, Glookwiae;

Same dlreetloa ae tbe elock goes#

2# Couatereloekwlae:

Opposite of Qlookwlse*

3* la llae of dlreetloa*

Movlog eouatereloekwiae,

4* law^ird;

Toward tbe oeater of tbe elrole,

)* Outward*

j*way from tbe oeater of elrole,

6* Saolrolei Gae partuer stays la place wblle
otber moves arouad blm.
7* Allemaad* Vked mostly la aquare daaolog*
Take pereoa on left by left baud, go oaee
arouad eaob otber back to o%a piaoes,
6, Do si do* Move tovard partner, evading to
left, right sboWders pesalog eaeb otber,
pass arouad eaob otber back to beck*

1$)
9# TafaoüTleone Poaltloa: ï<eft handa joined la
front* Blght hendB joined over girls right
ahonlder,
10. Promenade: Moving counterslookiwiae, girls hand
in boya arm
11. Front ohaln: Hands crossed in front grasp right
to right, left to left, also called skater's
position.
12. Bear chain*

Hands clasped behind back as above.

13. Hoclal dance position: Hoys right arm about girls
valst. &irl8 left hand plt.ced on boys shoulder.
Boy grasps girls right hand with his left hand ex
tended loosely to the boys left side about shoulder
high.
14. Practice position* Girl places both hands on boys
elbow. Boy grasps girls elbow,
1), Stervheel; Individuals or partners moving in a
circle with right hands joined in center, or with
left hands moving opposite direction.
16, Fvading: Moving toward each other, but passing
to left or r i ^ t and continuing in the seme direction.
17. Grand right and left: Grand chain. Girls move
clockwise. Boys move CMintercloekwise, alternat
ing, evading each other right and left. Con
tinued until own partner is reached.
VI. P08ITI0HS THAT % % INDIVIDUAL ASSUMES
1. Attention: Head erect, chin in, chest out, abdo
men in, feet parallel and together, hands at the
sides. A firm position.
2$ At Ease: A relaxed position, hands behind the
back, feet astride.
3. Stride stand: Body erect, f.et about a medium
step apart to the side, ^%y also be done for
ward.
4» Straddle stand: ^ody erect, apace between feet
about twice that in the stride stand. May be
done forward*

1^4
5* straddle (atrlae) aagle aupfwt-ataad: Feet a#»
part, body beat forward supported oa the haada,
6 $ straddle (stride) aagle; ^s la p4, with body
lo .ered forward, haads do aot sup^rt*
7# Squat staad) Kaees beat, turaed outward, heel#
raised, sit oa heels*
6. Squat support*
ed oa floor.

Same a# above except haad# plac

9 .Ffoat lylag support: Body supported oa haads, sad
toes, h ad up, hips and kaees straight,
10, Bear lying support: Body supported oa haads and
heels, hops and kaees straight,
11, Lying support left:
and left foot only.
12, Kneeling support:
baok firm,

Support oa the left haad
Oa heads end kaees, head up,

1). Kaee lying eu^^port: Oa heads and kaees, body
straight from shoulders to knees, feet raised,
14* ?roae*

Lying oa the front of the body.

15, Lying rerways:

Oa the baok,

16, Lunge: Left* Kxtead left leg forward with kaee
well beat, right leg remains straight* Left foot
points forward, right turns sideward pointing
outward* Upper trunk ereot, itlso done right
forward, and left and right sideward.
17* Tailor's seat: M a o oalled eross seat,
kaees orossed and beat,

81t with

16, Straight seat: Bitting with legs together and
extended forward,
19* Straddle seat; Bitting with legs extended for*
ward and apart*
20, Beat seat:
bent.

Bitting with legs together end kaees

21* Support seat: ^ny of the above with honds planed
on floor slightly la rear of body.

